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THE HIGH SCHOOL PA R T S

Capt. A . J. Elliot A dds To R ecord s a List of Ships W ill B e Talk Of M illionaire G rem m els A t Friday V aledictory W on By Barbara P erry— Jam es
N igh t’s M ass M eeting
East Gets Salutatory
Built T h ere From 1 7 8 7 To 1865

The annual meeting of the Knox
County Fish and Game Association
I will be held in the Masonic building
The announcement of senior class
Friday the Flying Squadron will , is functioning among the churches in
Vieno Kangas. daughter of Mr. and
a t Union Friday night, and this time
In our Issues of Oct. 10 and 29, 1936, there appeared in visit Rockland. The mass meeting much the same way as the New Eng- parts in Rockland High School wa- Mrs. Christian Kangas, 270 Park
the .chairman of the nominating
these columns a list of Thomaston-built vessels, kindly fur for men will be held a t the First 1land Council is in business circles It made public at this morning's as street.
committee agrees not to tail asleep.
is a service organization to churches sembly by Principal Joseph E Blais
Margaret Rogers, daughter of Mrs.
nished for The Courier-Gazette by Arthur J. Elliot of the Baptist Church at 7 30 p. m.
of
all
evangelical
denominations.
dell.
Addie
Rogers. 23 Spruce street.
Supper will be served by the East
former shipbuilding firm of Dunn & Elliot Co.
Charles E. Gremmels. millionaire This special series of meetings
The honor of being valedictorian
Charles Dorgan, son of Mr. and
••• ••• •
—-• ••• p ern Star—and the fish and gamers
shipping man of New York, Is to throughout New England is an effort •goes to Barbara Perry, daughter ot Mrs. Daniel Dorgan, 63 Pacific street.
are in for a real treat when they
And to th a t valuable list Capt. Elliot now furnishes a
— Democracy substitutes self-re- f
bring the principal address He is an
Shirley Stanley, daughter of Mr.
tackle one of those five cornered
valuable preface in the form of a complete list of the vessels Episcopal layman who has become to arouse men to a greater sense of Horace Perry of 154 Union street,
••• stralnt for external restraint —
I
whose
rank
was
95.31.
their
responsibility
to
the
church.
menus.
and
Mrs. William Stanley, 35 Ocean
— Louis D Braudels.
built in Thomaston from 1787 to 1865.
noted throughout the country as a He further said “These mass meet
The distinction of being salutatori- street.
And they are in for another when
r
••• •••
••• ••• ■
••• *
speaker at men's gatherings.
ings of the present series in New . an falls to the lot of Janies East, son
they see the motion pictures present
Willis Anderson, son of Mr. and
----------------A continuation of these interesting marine records will
President J. Elwin Wright of the England cities will be a demonstra- of Mr. and Mrs. James East of 24 Mrs. Willis Anderson, 9 Warren street.
ed by Kenneth Lee of State Forestry
appear
in
Thursday's
Issue.
IN THE TOW ER ROOM Department, and listen to a humorist
Maple street, whose rank was 94.65.
Russell Hickman, son of Mr. and
Tons
Rig
Builder
who belongs anywhere except in the Name
The other essay winners, all of Mrs. Daniel Hickman. 830 South Main
Year
Captain
whom averaged better than 90 during street.
Suzanne Miller Will Conduct tall sticks.
73 Schooner, L. Hayden
1829 A C. Spaulding
Miner
their four years' course, were:
The high averages shown by the
Schooner,
Kalloch
Thomaston
1829
Sleeper
Lighting Program Thurs
Edith Dondis, daughter of Mr and winners is a distinct credit to the
74 Schooner, Sweetland
1829 I. Thorndike
Enterprise
day Night
Mrs. James Dondis, 11 Tillson avenue. teachings of Principal Blaisdell and
102 Schooner, J. Morton
1829 H Peabody
Cashier
in Dennis River.
Virginia Gray, daughter of Mr. and other members of the Rockland High
35
1829
James Crockett
Two Friends
The beautiful tower room of new
Which recalls that Engineer Crane Franklin
Mrs. James Gray. 26 Linden street.
School faculty.
61 Sloop. J. Morton
1829 W W atts
Community Building will make its of the State Fish & Game D epart Sherer
144 Brig, J. Morton
1830 Sherer Spalding
!T
74
public debut Thursday night when ment has written to President O. E. Alfred
1830 C. Dyer
77
1830 Gray Kellogg
;r, W. McLoon
Suzanne Miller of the Central Maine Starrett, sayifig that the Warren Romp
fishway will be built this spring
95
1830 O Amesbury
sr, G. Thomas
Dime
Power Co. staff will conduct an illus
Members of the Knox Fish and Mary ISnow
54
1830 A. Snow
trated lighting program with the
Game Association are reminded that Ann Sarah
1830
85 Sloop
public most cordially invited. In the
they will be permitted to take guests
1831 K. Crockett
22 Schooner
course of the program a fine floor to the Union meeting, and it is hoped Hope
48 Schooner, R. C. Counce 1831 Robinson Watts
Industry
lamp will be given away. The hour
there will be plenty of Both.
1831 A. O Spear
106 Schooner, G Thomas
Freeman
it 7 30.
Officers for the ensuing y et- will
1831 Austin Vose
137 Schooner, R. C. Counce
Gen. Wayne
For the demonstration Miss Miller
be chosen
1831 T. A. Snow
65 Schooner, J. Morton
New Sally
will use a model living room supplied |
Republicans and Democrats in L Tewksbury, auditor. 678; member
1831 G. G ault
Schooner,
W.
Hayden
92
Mary
by Burpee Furniture Co. and will
Camden joined forces this year In ot school board for three years, Rule
A floor lamp will be given away Brunette
1832
W.
J.
Fales
Ship,
R.
C Counce
333
touch upon all phases of modern
their selection of candidates for town F. Gross. 721. ’
1832 J. Thorndike
Arra
136 Brig. J. iMorton
lighting One who has seen the dem
..f i
offices at the party caucuses, but in
This budget committee was ap
1832
J.
Wooster
159 Brig
Mary Kimball
onstration writes:
addition, an independent faction re pointed: Ralph W. Johnson, Maurice
Suzanne Miller of the Central Maine Emeline
1832
Charles E. Gremmels
J. Elwin Wright
115 Schooner
You who have 1837 lighting in 1937
sulting from general choice of citi Payson, Allie U. Dougherty, Clayton
Power Co. staff in the Tower room at Wm. Henry
1832 Ulmer
105 Schooner
should not miss it.
zens entered the field and acquired McCobb. W S. Richards, John Bird.
New Community Building The pub
1832 Hayden
98
New England Fellowship, the spon tion of the fact that men are becom considerable strength.
Richmond
You who have children will not
Bessie Bowers, Alberta Brown, Jamet
lic is cordially invited—adv.
1833 Austin O. Robinson soring organization, is also of the ing concerned and are ready to dis
185 Brig, R. C. Counce
Com. Tucker
want to miss it.
Packed to the doors, the Opera A Brown. C. T. Cole. T. Jenness
1833
Healey
Brig.
J.
Morton
You who have defective vision can
party.
cuss means of bringing about a House was the scene of serious vot French, J. Crosby Hobbs, J. Hale
Paragon
241
1833 J. Sleeper
Mr. Gremmels. the principal speak change.
189 Brig. F. Seiders
not afford to miss It.
Zealand
ing, discussion and review of civic Hodgman, Adin Hopkins, Marian
1833 Is. Snow
er. is a man of direct speech, dealing
You who have good vision must not
The other members of the party matters as 956 voters cast ballots and Long, Charles E. Lord, Rita McKay,
Snow
193 Brig, P. Lermond
1833 W. Gilchrest
with religion in a business way. He will include Herbert Moran, a promi countless others listened to proceed Hugh Montgomery, Mary Nash, Allen
Fair Play
miss it.
116 Schooner
1833 B. Ulmer
calls a spade a spade, and those who nent business man from Lynn. Mass. ings with keen attention.
120 Schooner, G Thomas
Tremont
Payson, John T. Smythe. Dr. Ray
1833 A. G. Spear
do not wish to get the low-down on a Mr. Moran will direct the music. Also
You never think of the cost of your
Orion
49 Schooner
Close figures in some of the con mond Tibbetts, Eugene G. Young and
1833
correct religious life, have no busi with the party is Samuel Haslam of
radio when you listen to your new
Vincent
148 Sch., O. Robinson & Co.
tests caused a demand for a recount, j C C. Wood and Alexander Dority.
1834 O Gray
ness a t this meeting. He believes in Boston, pianist and xylophonist.
Philco—you enjoy it. You pride
Minerva
100 Schooner
These appropriations were made:
the final returns reading thus:
1834
J.
W.
Dodge
religion in business, and business in
A large attendance of men is ex
yourself in your good judgment —
Olive Branch
21 Schooner
Repair and construction of
Five
selectmen
were
elected.
Ralph
1834 Harrington
pected at this meeting from this city,
religion.
Maine Music Co.
28tf
Ariadne
51 Sch.. E. & P Tillson
roads and bridges,
$18,500
Johnson receiving 605 votes; Maurice
1834 C. Holmes
When
J.
Elwin
W
right
was
interwith delegations from all of the sur
Schooner
Curlew
76
Payson, 521; Allie Dougherty, 496; ! Breaking roads and removing
1834 Burton
; viewed regarding the objectives of rounding towns. Women are also
Solidus
83 Schooner, J. Morton
snow,
4 000
Clayton McCobb. 493; and Winfield
1834
Perry
I the organization which he heads he j welcome as far as seating capacity
BTig
Majestic
156
O/lOO
Richards. 448 Runners-up in this j Support of poor,
1834 J. B artlett
said. "The New England Fellowship ! will allow.
%.
A PUBLIC INVITATION
Julia & Helen
193 Brig
competition were: Fred Eddy. 419; ' Salaries and incidental ex1834 C Levensaler
F. Selders
Raymond'
209 Brig.
12506
Oilbert Harmon. 404: Frank Blood. | penses.
1835 Perry
Effort
78 Schooner, I. J Ferry
Elementary and secondary
352; and Charles Swan. 360.
ON
CANDLEPIN
RAFT
THE
CHAMP
TURNS
1835 Cutter Snow
Gen. Knox
149 Schooner, R. C. Counce
34.006
Other town officers were chosen | schools.
1835
Zoroaster
159 Brig, J. Morton
800
And the Wind Is Blowing thus: Adin L. Hopkins, moderator, Repair of schoolhouses,
The
Rockland
Bowlers
Are
1835
Lincoln
130 Brig
572
220; John L. Tewksbury, town clerk, Insurance of schoolhouses,
7.30 P. M .
Less
Boisterously
Out
of
Going To Vinalhaven Sat
1836 J. Spear
Peruvian
Industrial education,
476 Ship, G Thomas
2.050
465,
Mrs.
Louise
Walker,
435;
Frank
AT THE
1836
Rockport
Dav. R. Kalloch 129 Schooner, W. McLoon
urday Night
F Alexander, tax collector. 489. John Medical Inspection in public
1836
J. Crockett
Schooner
schools.
Richard Taylor
121
30(
J Paul. 422; J. Hale Hodgman, treas
From Station CRIB of Thomaston
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
1836
Molaeska
152 Schooner, J. Morton
urer, 489, J. Herbert Gould. 409; John
(Continued
on
Page
8ix>
1836
After a few details had been ironed there came yesterday the following
Corvo
128 Schooner
1836 H H, Ulme
D B Keeler
128 8chooner, W. McLoon
out at the meeting of the Star Alleys broadcast:
1836 Webb
Candidus
396 Schooner. R. C. Counce
"It is a well known fact that a
bowling team, it was decided tha‘
Conducted by SU Z A N N E MILLER
1836 Ulmer
Shakespear
126 Schooner
Vinalhaven should have the first champion is always a target for a t
1837 R. Jacobs
Auspices Central Maine Power Co.
144 Brig. G Thorndike
Voltaire
match and plans were made for a t tacks from others, who nurse a secret
1838 Duncan
Schooner
Hero
100
You who have children will not miss it.
desire of sometime overcoming his
tacking it next Saturday night.
1838
Challenge
95 Schooner
You who have defective vision cannot afford to miss it.
John Thomas has constructed a superiority and thus superceding the
1838 Dow
Geo & James
54 Schooner
You who have good vision must not miss it.
1838 Penniman
raft of old bowling pins and with the 'champ' in the eyes of the public.
Potomac
128 Schooner, Ames
You who have 1837 lighting in 1937 homes should not miss it.
1838 Spofford
100 Schooner
John Spofford
"Our Press Herald reporter had
help of Captain Rackliff (or should
1838 A. (Butler
174 Brig. J. Morton
: Lime Rock
I say “Skipper' Rackliff?) the de such ambitions, but his subsequent
Free Floor Lamp T o Be G iven Away
The Vinalhaven Lions Club staged became his wife. Evil minded pel
1838 Gregory
538 Ship,
Tyrone
G. Thomas
fenders of Rockland's honor on the actions belie any successful culmina
Model Living oRom Furnished By "Purpee's"
1838 Webb
Its
first ladies night in Odd Fellows sons constantly tell us that thi
549 Ship. R. C. Counce
Talleyrand
lanes will shove off for the Haven. tion of his desires. It is rumored
1839 E. Robinson
38 Schooner
NOTE CHANGE OF PLACE
PUBLIC CORDIALLY INVITED
Glide
hall Thursday when the club mem Man's first sleep became his last r<
John has an alibi already, which
1839 Sleeper
pose. But if woman be given i
69 Schooner
' Nancy Hewett
bers with their ladies and invited
reads
like this: What is a man going
1839
Robinson
times to that contrariety of thougl
149 Schooner, R. Walsh
i Extio
guests to the number of 43 sat down and perversity of mind which som<
to do when he's seasick? Besides. I
1839 E. Stackpole
Francis P. Beck 249 Bfrig. R. C. Counce
to the excellent chicken and turkey times passeth our understanding
expected to be attacked on the way
1839
249 Brig, J. & C. C. Morton
Carleton
supper prepared by the Rebekah must be recollected In her favor tht
over by the left-footed sea gull from
247 Brig
1839 Ulmer
: Growler
committee.
Camden. Attention, “Chick" May
she was created out of the crookede:
298 Bark, J. Sweetland
1839
' Chas. Williams
Following is the program that was part of man
nard.
1839 T. McLellan
! European
593 Ship, W Stetson
adhered to more or less, sometimes
RO CK LA ND HIGH SCHO OL BO Y S AND GIRLS
All quiet last week at tire alleys
"Some people hold to a differer
149 Schooner, Morton
1840 G. L. Carney
Iowa
less.
and
outside
of
a
few
high
strings
by
theory regarding Creation howeve
vs.
195
1840
Crocker
Edinburg
Schooner, E. Andrews
Song—"America."
Everybody They go back to the time when w
Hobbs and Dudley, there was nothing
198 Schooner, W. Stetson
1840 Hodgman
RO CK PO RT HIGH SCHOOL BO YS A N D GIRLS
, Oneco
Lions Toast.
All Lions
Introduction
of
Toastmaster,
were all monkeys. They Insist tht
of
interest
going
on.
229 Schooner. J. Sweetland
1840 H. H Ulmer
J Puritan
By
King
Lion
Calderwood
Star
Alleys
Reporter
man was originally created with
COMMUNITY BUILDING,
241
1840
Henderson
Reply
of
Toastmaster,
O
V
Drew
Schooner.
Loretto
R. Walsh
“Go get a reputation," says Al.
Toast "To Our Ladles."
Darwinian tail, and that in the pr<
Rockland, March 8.
292 Bark, G. Thorndike
1840 Sleeper
Suwarrow
By The Toastmaster
W ED N ESD A Y , M A R C H 10, 1937
cess
of evolution this appendage wt
164
Orapefrult
1841
Sabine
Sch., J M. Blackington
th a t he sneaked down from Rockport Song—"Drink To Me Only With Thine removed and created Into Womai
199 Brig. R. W. Walsh
1841 W atts
PRISON SUNDAY
Homer
Eyes"
FIRST GAME, 7.30 P. M.
ADMISSION, 25c, 35c
Sunday morning and went into seclu Song—“As The Lions Go Roaring Along" If this be so It would account ft
1841 A. M. Fales
196 Brig, R. C. Counce
Pantheon
Turkey-Chlcken-Et al
some of those Caudle lectures whic
248 Bark. J. Sweetland
1841 Spalding
Thirty Asked For Prayers sion in his office. This, being con Song—"Oh My Darling Clementine"
Weskeag
trary
to
his
usual
swashbuckling
a
t
some women have a habit of delivei
Song
"Don't
You
Hear
Those
Lions
186 Bark,
1841
Washington
G. Thorndike
W hen S. A. Group Met At titude. caused many wondering com Roar"
ing and some color is given to th
275 Bark, J. & C. C. Morton 1841
Dessert
Mandarin
ments from his acquaintances.
Drawing
Of
Prizes
(McIntosh
Family
theory
from the fact that husbanc
Thomaston
Institution
302 Bark, C. Starrett
1841 J. GregoryBaltic
Barred I
"After numerous inquiries It was Clearing
Of Tables.
Ad Lib Singing down to this present day seem 1
249 Bark. G. Thomas
1841 Crockett
Teazer
A very effective service was con found that he was seen getting into The King Lion Answers An Unanswer inherit a general disposition to leai
300 Bark. N. A Reed
1841 Brown
Mallory
able Question
their wives behind.
ducted
at the Thomaston State Al Chapman's car Saturday night.
Remarks By E M Hall. Ira Tupper.
144 Sch., J. & C. C. Morton
1842
Alexander
A A. Peterson
This should be sufficieht explanation,
"The first woman finding no oth<
Prison
by
our
local
Salvation
Army
149 Schooner, E. Andrews
1842 Ulmer
Outline Of Some Future Activities For
Lightfoot
but to avoid any misunderstanding
man
in the garden of Eden exce[
The
Club,
O.
V.
Drew
officers and comrades.
122 Schooner
1842 S. M. Shhbles
Wilder
Al reluctantly and modestly did 8ong-('Good Night Ladles"
her husband took to flirting eve
199
Susan
Spofford
BTig,
C.
&
S.
S
tarrett
1842
W.
Spofford
Sunday
was
observed
as
prison
Five Percent of the Original Amount of Accounts
"When this job of acting as toast with the Devil. We might have bee
finally agree to talk. In his quiet and
149 Brig
W. Hayden
1842 Hayden
Atakapas
Sunday throughout the whole of the unassuming manner he hesitatingly master on this occasion of our ladies saved a great deal of tribulation
199 Brig, R. Walsh
1842 Fales
Saline
in
Salvation Army. Practically every related the facts concerning a series night was put up to me," said Mr. Eden had been located in some trar
j Epervier
264 Bark. G. Thomas
1842 Verrill
prison in New England will be visited of cribbage games. Briefly—Out of Drew “I insisted that it should go to quil land like—Ireland say. At lea:
102 Schooner, J. Morton
1843 Wheeler
John Frederic
a total of 20 games. Al 15; Earl 5; some younger man, a bachelor pre there would have been no snakes g<
as
well as those throughout the
1843
169 Sch., C. & S. S tarrett
John Kendall
Also Al gets credit for three skunks. ferably some one like the Don Juan into the Garden. The first woman
157
Swallow
1843 E. Holbrook
United States.
"No. Earl, there ts no Santa Claus." Poole over there or by some one who favorite son was killed with a clul
139
Chinchilla
1843 Robinson
W. Stetson
Prison Sunday was inaugurated at
is known as a ladies man like Ira and married women even to this da
Will Be Paid
1843 S. Emery
Louisiana
249 Bark, J. Sweetland
a Salvation Army Prison service in
Tupper over here but I suppose that have an instinctive horror of club
Alvum
364
1843 W. Smith
G. Thomas
Hartford, Conn.. 52 years ago. Since
the committee reasoned in these
742
1843 R. Robinson
Charlemague
R. C. Counce
(Continued on Page Eight)
then the Army has actively engaged
days of female proprietorship that a
Willow
1844 Roney
100
ner, N. A. Reed
in the reclamation and regeneration j ANOTHER_DIV1DEND
married man is essentially more of a
New York
133
Hewett & Beverage 1844
of hundreds of broken men and I Depositors in the old Rockland
ladies' man than anybody else pos
Through The First National Bank of Rockland
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Rowland
230 Brig, R. Walsh
1844 A. W atts
women paroled annually to its care.
I National Bank will receive 5 per- j sibly could be, and perhaps they
Maine
222 Brig. Thorndike
1844 C. W. Thorndike
The order of the service Sunday at
If I had my life to live again I would
thought that only one who had the
j rent of the amount of their de-r . i courage to address a lady would have have
Receipts will be mailed to depositors
made a rule to read some poetry
Marsellois
220 Brig, G. Thorndike
1844 Sleeper
Thomaston included hymn singing,
and
listen to some music at least once
‘ posit Thursday, making 38 per
a
week
The losa of these tastes la a
Brig,
Mary
pane
148
J.
&
C.
C.
Morton
1844
E.
G.
Lermond
prayer,
testimonies
by
comrades
of
j
the
courage
to
address
this
Lions
in towns not served by local bus line
loaa of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
; cent which will have come to
199 Brig, J. & C. C. Morton
Four Brothers
the local group, instrumental quartet,
Club.
1844 W. Slater
them under the liquidation
Kimball
vocal duet and the outstanding fea
182
C, Starrett
1844
“Woman's first home was the
TWICE FED
process conducted by Edward C.
RECEIVER’S CERTIFICATES MUST BE
ture of the program was the selection
Medora
400
Garden of Eden, there Man first I Thank God we do not live by bread
G. Thomas
1844 J. Crockett
Payson, the receiver.
alone.
played by Miss Luce on her violin.
Gulnare
150 Schooner, G. Thomas
married woman. And it strikes me as I But by
1845 Spalding
PRESENTED FOR ENDORSEMENT
the loveliness we have known,
Cheeks will be mailed to de
The boys in the prison seemed to en
88 Schooner
a strange thing th at it suggested to j By each fair color and each soft tone.
Peru
1845
positors in towns not served, hy
joy every bit of the service and after
29 Schooner, C. Holms
the poet Milton the writing of , Far to the west the golden Wheatfields
Lydia & iMary
1845 J. Rackliff
the bus lines.
spread.
Edward C. Payson, Receiver
a brief message brought by’ Lieut.
‘Paradise Lost.' According to the
105 Schooner
Avenger
1845
Receiver’s certificates must be
And from this beauty soul and sense
Bowness who is in charge of the
story Man was placed in a profound
94 Schooner
Lucy White
1845 O. Jameson
are fed;
presented for endorsement.
sleep a lib taken from his side, a For so God gives us twice our dally
local branch, over 30 men raised their
148 Schooner
1845
Mary George
bread.
woman was created from it, and she
hands for prayer.
1845 Sleeper
Leprelet
100 Schooner
—A. A. Bassett

YESTERDAY’S TOW N MEETINGS

Independents Gave C oalition a S ca re In Camden
— N early 1 0 0 0 V oters Out

ILLUSTRATED LIGHTING PROGRAM
TH U R SD A Y , M ARCH 11
TOW ER ROOM

NEW COMMUNITY BUILDING

ISLAND LIONS ENTERTAIN

Ladies’ N ight At V inalhaven H u ge Success—
C lever T oastm aster D rew D oes Stuff

B A SK E T B A L L

F o u r th D iv id e n d

T h e Rockland National Bank
Thursday, March 11

Page Two

The C ourier-G azette

NO JOKE: A REAL THREAT

THREE-TIMES-A-WiSEK

The Lord liveth. in truth, in judg
ment, and in righteousness. —Jer.
4: 2.

Every-Other-Day
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The A frican Lobster Com ing Into Popular Favor
In N ew York City

W E LOST BATTLE

NEARING ITS END

Rockland’s Court Teams Several Ways Being Devised
Spent An Unhappy Night
To Get Rid of the "City
In Neighboring Town
•of Bangor"
Thomaston 27, Rockland 18
Thomaston High School came back
strong in the last three periods at
Thomaston last night, to trounce
Rockland s orange and black quintet
b., the
of 27 to 18
In the opening quarter Thomaston
was he]d t0 bu, two foul shots and gt
;he q u arte rs end RockIand was lead-

anticipated continuing her in the
Down East service.
But, like the old steamer itself, the
ocean route is now mostly a memory.
Automobiles
have
usurped
the
passenger traffic, trucks and trains
claim the freight. The Boston to
Bangor line endured for 112 years to
become an institution and then sur
render to modern change. There was
no more work for the valiant City of
Bangor. For the past 13 years it has
j idicd beside Federal Wharf secure iA
1the reflections of those who remember a job well done. —Christian
Science Monitor.

H. M. PAYSON & CO.
In vestm en t B an k ers

In the shadow of the site of the
93 Exchange Street
busy shipyards in East Boston where,
Maine
many years ago. Donald MacKayPortland,
The opening speech of President
Readers who have been inclined to i eye toward America One of the largwielded his adz and hammer before
Roosevelt in his fight to pack the I treat the “African Lobster' as a joke est lobster packers of Cape Town sent
Established 1854
Supreme Court revealed him a t his [ and to believe that Rodney E. Feyler. a few sample boxes of lobster tails to
launching his renowned clippers
18-19T&Stf
best and at his worst. He was never I commissioner of Sea and Shore Fish- a market dealer here. The dealer was
there now lies the last vestige of the
more dramatic in his emotional ap- | eries was ' seeing things," should not impressed and promptly sold the
once
thriving
Boston-to-Bangor
"wake up and die right," as the street samples to the proprietor of a pullI Arthur Slingsby is making his
TENANT’S HARBOR
man ]uncb cgr Here was a man o{
peal. His delivery was a masterpiece j expression goes,
steamship line.
home in Lynn, Mass., with his aunt.
mg 6 to 2 by virtue of having made
Faithfulness of members is the en Mrs. Blanche Johnson.
of fignting oratory. On the other
The African lobster is a real menace ambition, a man of vision. He saw a six free throws good.
The present owner of the vessel has
deavor for the Baptist Church during
hand, he was never more grossly in- , and how far it would affect the Pe- chance for big business in this new
It looked as though a battle a t the talked of towing it to sea and then
this month. Every member in churcli
accurate in his specific facts, more nobscot Bay product time alone will product, for he thought the tails foul line was ensuing.
scuttling it; the WPA may earmark
T H E SEASHORE
every .'Sunday is the goal
A t; “Sw eeten it with Domino
ingeniously misleading in his gen tell.
cooked up better than lobster itself.
it
for
wrecking
in
a
waterfront
clean
But on the opening play of the
AND AUGUSTA
10.30 a.
m. morning worship.
eral implications.
The writer's attention has been
Through a friend he interested a second
Overlock pushed
up of hulks; failing that, the LegislaR e fin e d inU .S.A .
Junior Church, under the direction
Most of the real issues were avoid called to an article which appeared real estate man in starting an im- or.e. hander through the nettings fo r; ture ts exPected 10 appropriate a sum
fo r
of Mrs Smith conducted during the
ed as a plague. The falsities of his in Saturday s edition of the New York porting company. The real estate
b a k in g
the first goal from the floor. This sufficient to clear the half-sub- j Gov. Barrows Has Signed
same hour as the morning service, is
original message, including the pre Tribune. It pictures the African loto- man finding real estate in a slump served as the incentive and w ith ' nicrged steamer away. Thus today
Three Emergency Meas open to every boy and girl. At 11.30 •
tense that the Supreme Court had ster. and carries the following head-, at Uhe moment, took a flyer on "tails." Cease Day setting the pace Thomas- from three different angles the once
become slothful in its old age. were line:
ures For Groundfishermen a. m. Bible School hour, a class fo r!
That was in July of 1935. Now the ton went out front and led at half- proud Clty of Bangor' one-time flag
i every age; 7 p. m , Happy Hour of
blandly ignored. He took up the
"Clawless Lobster from Africa , business is well established and some time 12 to 7. at the three-quarter ’ship of the Easte™ Steamship Lines,
Members of Legislature have ac- j music and message. Music will be
third term fear to dismiss it with a Rapidly Winning Favor Here. More 25.000 pounds of thq product are im- mark 18 to 9 and finally 27 to 18.
°ldRFa^„ed
1faces disposal.
three important recommenda- supplied by Young People's choir and
laugh—but with no suggestion of a Meat For Less Money Builds Popu- 1ported and sold each month,
When finis is thus written on the cepted
orown
Rockland made a bid for victory in
tions
of
the
special
Groundfish
Com-1
the
ladies’
trio.
pledge against it. The promise of larity For Crustacean Among Restau-1 As the lobsters are hauled from the the last period, netting 9 points, 7 of j ' og
Ban8°r it will close mission and Gov. Barrows has signed —
progress
through
constitutional rants; Tails Selling For Home Use.' nets, the upper ends that contain the which were made by Fred Lacrosse one °{ tbe most c°l°rful anci interestthem as emergency measures. These
amendment made last July at Phila
The article follows:
organs are broken off and only the
Da.v and Upham were Thomaston s ing stories o{ the old Boston boats, new regulations will bar non-resident
delphia was not so much as men
Greedy for lobster in a world where tail ends saved. The fishing ships standouts while Rockland's best were I 11 was bullt *n the Winter of 1893
mu 11in iiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiii 11ii 1111ii ii hi 1111111it 111111ii 11it 11m 11«i n m
commercial fishermen from Maine
tioned What could prevent a would- [ the pink crustacean is a luxury dish are equipped with freezers and the Murgita. Bohn and LaCrosse.
in the **** Boston yards of William waters seven months of each year,
be dictator from seizing the govern New Yorkers who know the news are fresh tails are immediately wrapped
Thomaston
McKie, not far from its present berth limit the beam or otter trawl mesh
ment. once he had wrecked the Su giving warm welcome to the Cap” in moisture-proof paper, dumped into '
G
F
P ' at Federal Dock. Today it is neg measure to a minimum of 4% inches j
preme Court he did not attempt t o 1 Rock lobster of South Africa that freezing compartments and held at Dav
6
0
12 lected. unpainted, half filled with and required all resident groundfish-[
indicate.
started selling here last year for five degrees above zero from that mo- Anderson. If
j water, but still in the pink glow of
IIL J IIJ T- T - Ivr.iwJ CJ
■
0
1
ermen to obtain a license without
Instead he sought to whip up the around 35 cents a pound. Clawless ment on during their 30 day trip to j eajOus rf
IIIII11111111mill II III 11111II1111111111111111111111111111111111II11 $**11 kl I *111
0 ' the setting sun of its career retains cost. The Department is now deve!-i
0
0
old class hatreds with all the heat lobsters, these are sometimes called, New York
2 , sufficient outline to suggest the oping a program for the enforcement
Overlock. If ......... 1
0
of a political campaign at its height, i and lobster tails, as only the tail part
2 ; brightly painted, neatly gilded, richly of these regulations and finds itself 1
Hotels and restaurants are the big Merrill, c
1
0
The speech, indeed, stemmed direct is used, with its large flllet of solid users. Here are the facts th at cap- Upham, rg ............ 3
9 furnished vessel that first found its confronted with the necessity of ob- [
3
ly from the Madison Square Garden, meat. We arc long familiar with the tured their trade. It takes four Elwell, lg ................ 0
I big wooden paddle wheels spanking talning
patrol boat faclluie,
1
utterance with which he closed his Langouste. a lobster-like creature but pounds of the usual lobster to make
_
i the waters of Boston Harbor in the
present equipment is practic-l
1936 campaign. The bitterness, the , clawless, caught in the warm waters one pound of meat, while three
Totals ................ 11
27 Summer of 1894
ally obsolete. We have two boats and
incitements of that effort seemed a]0ng the French coast. Cape Rock ' pounds of the clawless lobsters make
Rockland
one of them is unfit for duty. The
dismaying at the time. It is scarcely lobsters are the same thing, except! two pounds of meat, and the price of
G
F
p
The vessel was 277 feet long, had other is in great need of repairs and
to be wondered that his followers for this im p o r t s point in their fa- the latter is about 35 cents a pound, Winchenbach. Jf
0
0 ■162 rooms with sleeping capacity for a new engine I believe that it would
were dismayed by this fresh appeal vor. thev come {rom the cold deep compared t0 45 and 75 cenU a pound Chisholm. If .'...
0 some 425 and seats for 69 in the main
much better business in the long
0
to class animosities.
; waters of the Antarctic current. No for the usual crustaceans with the Cole, rf .............
4 dining saloon. With Capt. Otis run to bulla a new boat and hope
2
One reiterated theme was an insult I need w explain t0
lovers the d if-, pincer effects.
Bohn, c ...........
1 Ingram, attired in a new P rin ce, that Legislature will provide us with
1
to the whole nation. We mean the , ference between warm water and cold . This whiter the tails are selling in
7 Albert generously enhanced with sufficient funds to do this. We have
LaCrosse c .......
3
effort to damn America as the home water varieties. Cold adds delicacy j numerous markets throughout
throughout the Murgita, rg ....
6 gold braid, in the wheel house and expert boat builders and mechanics
4
of the ill-fed. ill-clad and ill-housed t0 the gavor firmness to the meat. j city, and housewives are beginning to , Duff, rg
0 with 125 crew members on duty, the on the warden staff and they can put
0
The listener would have thought that
Prior to 1934. (practically the en-1 favor them for broiled lobster affairs Rawley. lg
0 City of Bangor could not help but a new diesel powered craft overboard
0
here was the most backward of peo tire production of Cape Rock lobsters Use them exactly as you do a live
_ have brought a glow to the eyes of for about $7000 This boat would
ples. whose leaders had been heedless were shipped into France, which cut j lobster, plain broil, plain boil, use in
Totals ................ i
10
18 Calvin Austin, general manager of be designed for patrol and warden
of every obligation to the needy and into the profits of Langousta fisher salads or a cocktail, sauteed, stewed
BEST CENTER CUTS
the Eastern Steamship Lines and the service. Let out on private contract
Referee. Wotton.
whose citizens had lived in black men. FrancJ took care of the matter
or Newburg style, and for patties and
guest of honor on the first voyage it would cost about $15,000.
Thomaston 37, Rockland 17
poverty. No one could have guessed by putting through an import tax plus
cutlets. Lobster dinner spells a fine
Displaying a brilliant, fast passing to Bangor.
it will be a difficult job to patrol
that he was speaking of a nation a bounty fee on the South Africa
time for everyone except the lobster, accurate shooting attack. Thomaston
The launching of the City of B a n -; Our 2500 miles of coastline against
CARTON
which, through its skill and effort catch.
at prices that sound reasonable to High School's girls' team had little gor really marked the climax in a j non-resident boats and many will
and spirit of co-operation, had
ALL POPULAR BRANDS
South Africa cast a roving business even a woman with a budget complex difficulty in annexing to their long long series of developments in the probably get by but we feel th at after
achieved standards of well-being in
victory string, their nineteenth and j Boston to Maine seaway business.
a few are caught and a stiff penalty
comparably beyond any heretofore
never spoken his heart more frank-j
final scheduled opponents, a good One hundred and fourteen years imposed that the non-residents will
known to any other nation.
W
ITH
THE
SCOUTS
ly. Toward the end of his speech, as j
sextette from Rockland, by the score ago Bangor. Maine, was a busy thriv- be more careful about infringing on
One essential point he did attempt
his voice rose toward its threatening I _
ing community, known in the fashion our territory. Each year hundreds
of 37 to 17.
to meet. That was why he felt it climax in the reiterated word "now"
™ ere wiU
a meetlng °f thc
of the times as “the Queen City." j of boats from the other states come
After
a
close
first
period
in
which
necessary to pack the court instead he bluntly revealed his whole concep- Scoutmasters. Troop Committeemen
Located some 24 miles from the sea., to Maine waters during the best fishThomaston
had
an
8
to
6
edge,
the
SILVER OR MARBLE
of pursuing the orderly procedure of
tion of government, the essence of his and District Committeemen in the outcome was never in doubt as the on the Penobscot. Bangor had for mg season and carry off a large pc’
progress through amendment to
Regular Size Cakes Baked Daily For Our Markets
argument and his demand. Never Rockland High School Thursday killing pace set by the Knox and .years exported
more lumber by sea centage
.
______ of
_ our supply, giving nothing
which he and his party were pledged
once in his remarks had he discussed night at 7.30 to organize this district Lincoln League Champions soon be- [than any other community on tide- in return
by their platform. He met it with
constitutional principle or any estabWe expect to receive a great deal
embracing Rockland. Thomaston. gan to tell on the Rockland lassies j water, and was a large factor in the
such distortions of reality that it is
8 OZ.
lished rules of the American system
and they increased their margins at ■shipment of natural ice by vessels
of
co-operation from our Maine fishdifficult to understand how even a At last he spoke his heart. Three Camden- Union. Washington FriendBOT.
Considerable
freight
was
needed
in
ermen
on
the
trawl
mesh
regulation
the
succeeding
quarters,
22
to
8,
26
to
happy-go-lucky President, intent upon
time his policies had been approved sh'P and Waldoboro Representa- 12 and finally 37 to 17.
so busy a place, much of which came Most of the fishermen have expressed
COMPOUND EXTRACTS—VERY ECONOMICAL
his radio voice rather than upon
i by an overwhelming vote of the peo- tives of each troop committee should
Extra credit cannot be given to from Boston, and in 1823 a steam , themselves as willing to abide by this
AND WILL STAND THE MOST SEVERE COOKING TEST
logic, could have made them.
pie. Therefore, why delay? His was be on hand
any one member of Thomaston's craft, odd to look at. named the Pa- law as they believe it a just one and
He. for instance, named N.RA. as the right to pass forthwith whatever
.. . .
.. _ .
team for each girl plays with excep tent, began a run between Boston, j in the interest of conservation. It
,
J
.
L
/
.
.j
At
last
week
s
Scout
Masters
meetone Of his essential works which had laws he deemed fit. We do not think
tional
ability for the good of the team Portland and Bangor The steamer will not impose much extra expense.
been "vetoed'—‘‘you know who as we do the President the slightest in- ing “ was decided there will be a
Maine began operations the same only a little to start, and should be
as
a
whole.
sumed the power to veto!" This justice when we interpret his speech District Court of Honor the first
year. Then came the Legislator and a great help in conserving the species
The
games
leading
scorers
were,
error must be remedied. NOW! He as an anonuncement that the Consti- Thursday each month. Merit Badge
the Connecticut.
The boats will have to be boarded
MEASURING CLP FREE WITH EVERY TIN
for
Thomaston.
Johnson
and
Congforgot completely, it would seem, that
tution of the United States must bend applications must be in Mr Blais• • • •
and the gear inspected at intervals.
this act was found unconstitutional— to his will wherever it is in opposi- delrs office Qne WMk jn advance aon. each with 17 points to her credit
while for Rockland Till made 14 of
In 1833, the Boston & Bangor This will mean more work for thc
not vetoed—by the Supreme Court by tion. "I am the Constitution" he
UN
Steamship Company was formed, warden staff and is another reason
with money for same; also the num her team 's total.
a vote of 9 to 0. The liberals united says, in effect.
Friday the Thomaston lassies had the old side-wheel steamer Ban why a new patrol boat is necessary.
with the conservatives in condemning
ber of First Class and Second Class
Forms are now bieng made up for
journey to Livermore Falls to take gor built at New York. 160 feet long
this extraordinary' act as destroying
badges needed.
QUARTER POUND CAKE COOKING CHOI Ol ATI FREE
TO
BE
NAMED
SOON
and
registering
400
tons.
She
was
the
groundfishermen licenses. The
part
in
the
state
championship
the Federal system.
WHILE THEY LAST
Plans are being made for holding tournament annually held in that rigged as an auxiliary schooner, was object of this regulation is for law
Suppose Congress supinely passed
Roosevelt Will Probably Ap- a Scout Circus here in October Every town and they will have the backing the fastest craft yet to come to Maine enforcement and the obtaining of
the court-packing bill. Suppose the
•
c l •
n
•
troop interested should contact Mr.
Her boilers consumed 25 cords statistics. There will be no fee
President found six rubber-stamp
point Shipping Commis ChiCk. whQ u District Scout Com. of all of Knox and Lincoln's basket coast.
of wood on each round trip between charged but each fisherman must fill j
ball fans.
judges who were willing to pack the
i missioner. for information.
sioners Tomorrow
j out a blank with information regard- j
Thomaston
Bangor and Boston.
court. The vote would still be 9 to
1
120 i >n8 the value of their boat and gear,
F
P
O
She
is
said
to
have
averaged
EAT THEM FOR ENERGY AND STRENGTH
6 against N.R.A. His own scheme, if
One of the government's biggest . THOMASTON AND LINCOLN
____..-j
______ - h a t' their catch the previous year the
MADE FROM THE WHOLE GRAIN
, Johnson, rf ..... ...... 7
3
17
accomplishd. could not alter this now jobs—distributing millions in sh ip 1
2 season. She ran on the route until catch of various species and other
0
As to the question of floods, the
The Thomaston girls won at New- j Rich, rf ......... ..... 1
subsidies—faces the new Maritime
| Condon. If ..... ...... 7
17 1841, when she was sold to the T u rk -' matters that will be used by the new
3
President was equally dumfounding
1
1 ish Government. But she went down i ly formed statistical department,
in his disregard of the facts. He im- Commission which President Roose- j ing Lincoln Academy 33 to 23 The Wallace. If ..... ..... 0
in history as the first iron steamship j The forms will be sent to all fisher
0
0
0
Coates,
c
.........
plied that he could not wait for his I velt expects to appoint soon,
score:
0
0
0 built in America. Competition in men in the near future.
laws because the floods were threat-1 -pbe commission will take over con
Thomaston
HERSHEY OR ROCKWOOD—BOTH VERY POPULAR BRANDS
With these matters out of the way
0
0 creased and several coastwise lines
Felt, sc ......... ...... 0
n in g and the Federal government,
of admlnUtratjve machlnery al.
G
the
Legislators
will
next
be
confront
.....
0
0
0
iHenry, sc .........
were established along the Maine
could do nothing about them. As if
Johnson, rf
.... 6
8 OZ.
ready built by a temporary three
0 coast—some terminating at Portland. ed with other vital fishery matters ard
0
flood control of the Mississippi had |
18 Jack, rg ......... ..... 0
... 8
Condon. If .
we
hope
for
as
good
co-operation
on
member commission. When the full
PKGS.
.....
0
0
0 Eventually they were all combined in
not been carried to such a success-1
0 Bradley, lg
... 0
Coates, c ....
them. Of much interest is the bill
]Clark, lg ......... ..... 0
five
member
body
is
chosen
the
in0
0
the
Eastern
Steamship
lines.
ful point under preceding adm inis-,
THIS IS A RAPID COOKING TAPIOCA. PACKED BY AMERICA'S
0
I Pelt, sc .................... 0
0
0 Fully 100 saw mills were located to provide $20,000 for a lobster rear
OLDEST SPICE MILLERS, STICKNEY & POOR
trations. that this years unusual tricate task of effecting adjustments Jack, rg ................ 0
0 Tillson, lg ..... ..... 0
with ship operators on existing ocean
along the Penobscot, and thousands ing station. Much has been written
o|
Eradlee. lg ............. 0
37 of tons of sawdust, bark and scrap and said about this measure and it is
Totals ................ 15
T H IS G O L D E N G L O W
law but more foresight Is needed to mail contracts may be speeded.
I Tillson, lg ............. 0
0
In
place
of
the
agreements
expir
Rockland
were dumped into the rive1-. The generally believed at Augusta that it
solve thc problem of thc Ohio. As
and
P sawdust and bark sank to form dan will go through. It certainly will be
F
G
for the right to construct a power ing July 1. the commission will grant
Totals
14
33
FOR
OM.Y l<f
too bad if it fails to pass as the
cash
operating
and
construction
sub!
14
2
gerous
shoals
that
were
later
dredged
Till,
rf
..
plant. Mr. Roosevelt apparently for-1
WITH T H I FUZCHASe OF ONE 2 0 , PACKAGE
Lincoln
lobster
supply
situation
is
getting
sidies
based
directly
on
the
differI
0
2 out. The river was alive wi‘h sailing
got all about Boulder Dam I formerly
G
F
P Pike. If
CO NCENTRATED
1
1 vessels, hundreds of schooners of all more serious each year.
named thc Hoover Dam). The Su-J ences between American and foreign II. Simmons, rf
2
12 ' Ramsdell. if
Several clam bills are to be argued,
( I N THE H U I B O X )
0
0
sizes
dodging
each
other
when
a
Bergren.
if
preme Court upheld that und ertak -' operating costs,
11
j
Bryant. If ......
1
iavorable wind gave them the ch'.nce
most important of these being to
0
ing without question, extending the | President Roosevelt is expected to Cowan, c .........
0
V
G
ray,
if
0
0
0
0 to attempt to make Bangor and a stop shipping out of the state in the
power to control navigable stream s' appoint the new body before he leaves M. Jones, sc
0
0 Young, c ....
to include every incidental operation.1 Thursday for Warm Springs. Ga. Ad
0
0
berth Then there were long tows of summer and shortening the packing
C. Simmons, rg
0
0 Dimick. sc .
0
0
loaded schooners, sometimes as many season. Another is for the provision
it is a small but not insignificant miral H. A Wiley. Admiral M. M E Jones, lg ......
Brault,
sc
.
FULL POUND
0
0
0
0
as 20 in a string, guided down stream of funds for clam culture.
item that tlie President cited the ab- Taylor and George Landick. Jr., forF. Gray, rg
OF EACH
The
need
of
a
larger
general
ap
sence of Hoods in the T V.A. region a s 1 mer Treasury official, form the tern0
0 by tugs. Though all this, boa s had
Totals ................ 10
3
23 McConnell, rg
A PRODUCT OF STICKNEY 4 POOR
proof of the value of these particu- j porary commission, and one or more
0
0 to make their way. frequently crash propriation is great and this should
Referee. Wotton. Scorers. Hussey Welch, ig
0
0 ing into one or another of the craft, be a “must pass” measure.
lar dams. The fact that rains were ! may toe named to the permanent and Young. Timers. Bailey and Rivers, lg
0
0 or a shoal spot.
Hatch, lg
normal in this region was apparently body.
Feyler.
We are proud of hardships endured
• • • •
Others mentioned for the $12,C30 s
overlooked in tils search for the
by
our ancestors, and thc snootiest
17 It was at the height of this bust
Totals ................ 7
year jobs are Rear Admiral Emory 8
truth.
YOUR CHOICE OF SWEET MIZED. SWEET, SOUR. OR DILU
people in the next generation may be
Referee. Wotton.
We can conclude only that this Land of thc Navy Bureau of Con
ling activity th at the Eastern firm the Daughters of the Jobless.—St.
STOCK YOUR PANTRY WITH ONE OF EACH KIND
whole plea foi urgency was as great struction and Repair, Edward C. Mo
ordered the City of Bangor, specify Louis Star-Times.
a sham as was the original pretense ran. former Democratic Representa
ing that she was to be a "Palace
13', OZ.
that the aged Supreme Court had tive from Maine; and Ernest Johnson
Ship."
caused legal delays. Thc powers of of Burlingame. Calif., ship construc
This specification was made, it ap
A POPULAR LENTEN FOOD—AND PRICED LOW
the Federal government to control tion expert.
pears, because the ship was quite
BUY
floods are ample and unquestioned.
often used in transporting freight
Nor does the problem of the dust
and passengers to the wealthy Sum
SIMONTON
bowl or the fostering of soil fertility
mer resort at Bar Harbor.
present any insuperable constitu
The Farm Bureau will hold an allIn 1913 the City of Bangor, still in
PREMIUM PACK—CUP AND SAUCER—DINNER P L A T E PASSENGER—TRUCK
tional difficulties to an Administra day session Thursday at the hall
PLATE AND BOWL
ALL SIZES
PRICES RIGHT the Maine service, was badly burned
tion minded to live within the law. The subject will be “Short Cuts in
while tied up at Foster's wharf in
If any real emergency exists calling House Cleaning.''
N E W TIRES A N D
Boston. It was rebuilt and re
REMEMBER— W E C A R R Y BEGGS’
for increased Federal power in the
Simonton Corner hall will open the
mained in active service until 1920
TUBES
H OM E COOKED FOODS
field of labor or agriculture or any season Saturday night with the
when it was sold to the Crosby Lines,
other quarter, the road lies open for Charles Woodcock orchestra of
but three years later she was re
speedy and orderly change through Thomaston playing for new and old
purchased by the Eastern concern
H I-O C T A N E
G A S O L IN E
RANKIN ST.,
ROCKLAND and o|>erated another year before be
amendment.
fashioned dances. A large attend
9&EOT tf
In one sense Mr Roosevelt has ance Is expected.
r ir i^ r «Fr page
ing sold to Charles I, Diamond, who
“I AM THE CONSTITUTION"
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DERRY'S

CodTongues3

25/

W A X P A P E R Cut Rite roll 5 /
O N IO N S
1 0 lb bag 2 5 /
CO COAM ALT
H lb tin 2 1 /
EXTRA SPECIAL TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

PORK CHOPS - 2 5 /

$ 1 .2 7

C ig a re tte s

THIS WEEK'S OAKERY SPECIAL

2 FO
R2 7 /

POUND CAKES

Im ita tio n L E M O N
Im ita tio n V A N IL L A
M ARSHM ALLOW
FL U FF

10/

TIS

19/

D A V IS
B A K IN G P O W D E R

12/

W h e a t C e re a l
R ic e C ereal

19/

2

B A K IN G
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10/
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FRUIT
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SUPER SUDS
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TA LK OF TH E TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
March 10 — Waldoboro — Meeting of
Junior Garden Club.
March 10 — Rockport — Garden Club
meets with Mrs. Mary Spear. Camden
road.
March 11 — Appleton — Senior play.
"Tompkins' Hired Man "
March 12—South Thomaston—Threeact play "The Pajam a Girl" at Wessaweskeag Grange.
March 12—New England Men's Fellow
ship meeting at First Baptist Church.
March 12—Union—Annual meeting of
Knox County Fish and Game Ass n
March 13 — (Bowling) Rockland vs.
Vlnalhaven at Cascade Alleys. Vlnal
haven
March 13—Llmerock Valley Pomona
meets at St. George Grange.
March IS- Rockport—Town meeting.
March IS—Union—Town meeting.
March 15—Washington—Town meeting
March 15 (at noon)—Launching of
Schooner Dragger Julia Eleanor, from
Snow's Yard.
March 17—St. P atricks Day.
March 17 -S t Patrick's party at Hotel
Rockland auspices St. Bernard's parish.
March 17—Birthday banquet at Me
thodist vestry.
March IS—Baptist Men's League
March 1ft—Young Peoples rally In
Congregational vestry, auspices W C T.U.
March 19 —i Methebesec Club meets
with Miss Daly at Wm. Bok Home for
Nurses.
March 19 (3 to 9:30)—Educational
Club meets at G AR. hall.
March 19—Rockland High at Woodfords In Bates College Debating League
March 19—State Federation of Garden
Clubs meets at Community Building.
March 21—Palm Sunday.
March 22—Cushing—Town meeting.
March 28—Easter.
March 29—Thomaston—Town meeting.
March 30 — Camden-Rockport Lions
Club holds Ladles' Night at Tranquility
Grange hall. Lincolnville
April 1—All Fools' Day
April 13—State Fire Chiefs' Convention
at Community Building.
April 15-18—Y Minstrels at Camden
Opera House.
May 20. 21 and 22—Maine Federation
of Music Clubs meets In Rockland.
Feb 23-28. 1938—Community Fair.

A masquerade party is planned for
the Masonic Assembly of March 18
a t Temple hall.
BANK STOCKS

Miss Sadie Marcus and Luther
Smith have returned from attending
sessions of the Boston Furniture
Show.

INSURANCE STOCKS
KEYSTONE

INCORPORATED INVESTORS
CENTRAL MAINE POWER PREFERREDS

Mr. and Mrs. Stafford Condon are
home from Boston where they a t
tended the annual furniture show.
The Burpee Furniture Co. was also
represented by George A. Achorn.

MASSACHUSETTS INVESTORS TRUST

will have
Col. Peck
very able
not an

Mrs. Charles Lewis of Orient street
sustained a painful accident recently
vl en her right hand becanM caught,
n a car door, severing the end of one .
oi her i.ncere.

QUARTERLY INCOME SHARES
SUPERVISED

Forecasters say th a t there are no
more mild temperatures in sight until
May 1st. But they have overlooked
April 1st, a date on which many pr-sons get fooled, including the
Weather Bureau.

SHARES

Uittrnlti IE. iflrlRav
Investments
Rockland,
Maine
Tel.
500

Patrolman Fred E. Achorn has been
transferred to the beat which has
been covered by Patrolman Carl A.
Christofferson, the latter being de
tailed to the beat which was covered
by Special Officer Hatch.
All girl scouts who attended Mon
day's meeting are to be at at the Universalist Church Saturday morning
ready to leave at 6.30 for the Scout
S tate Conference to be held in P ort
land. Take money for toll fare.

FUNDS

The Lions Club 'tomorrow
the privilege of listening to
ci Providence, said to be a
speaker. The subject is
nounced.

Kiwanians in charge of the chil- j
dren's dinners at the Salvation Armyhall are: Tuesday Louis Cook and
George Brackett; Wednesday, Isidor
Gordon and Donald Cummings;
Thursday. Hugh Little and E. W
Peaslee; Friday, Arthur Lamb and
Francis Orne.
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SPECIAL
T his Week

LAMB’S

: AT

CLEANSING AND DYEING

D resses
BEAUTIFULLY CLEANED

A R T H U R F. LA M B

The Rockland Higli boys and girls
entertain the Rockport teams at 7.30
Wednesday night In the last home
game of thc season. The Rockland
lineup underwent a change in the
28’lt
Thomaston game and the work of SgjHHfzrajBJgJBjarajgJHfajBrajgfgJiajzjzjBrajBrafamgrerajgjaBrajafgJHJZHrafgfajHrgjaraJHrenizraiHJBHfafgJBJc
Bohn at center, was pleasing to the
eye. Cole, a forward also played a 1
I nice game and Rockland fans may
I get their chance to see these two new
comets in action. Rawley played a
BY TAKING TH A T TRIP YOU PLANNED. EX
I fine game at guard and Murgi'.a
showed liis worth as he has done in
CURSION TO BOSTON AND RETURN, ONLY
every other contest. Winchenbach
I and Chisholm, midget forwards
j proved their mettle while LaCrosse.
I in the game only for a short time
piled up seven points. The new lino
up should be a drawing card to you
“dyed-in-the-wool" fans. The Orange
and Black girls team is anxious to
take the Rockport girls and get a
Buses with all worries left behind. Let the driver be
N eaf
little higher in the fight for second
your guide until your destination is reached. He stands
place. The girls are fighting hard
for that second place and after the
for Courtesy, Safety and Dependability.
Rockport game, wish to visit Lincoln
Academy Friday night with another
Sale on tickets March 4th to I 1th, inclusive. Good for transportation 30 days
victory to their credit and they have
high hopes of beating Lincoln Friday
from date of sale. Get yours early and travel any time within 30 days.
night.

R O C K LA N D , MAINE

Community Fair will be held Feb
23-28 next year at Community Build
ing according to last night's vote of
the Fair committee. The same or
ganization which so successfully op
erated the 1937 fair was continued
and several new members added. The
net proceeds of the fair will slightly
exceed $2100. A thorough discussion
of all angles of the recent show
brought forth many valuable sugges
tions for another year.

WALDO THEATRE

Get
Renewed
Energy
Yearly

Those who have visited the interior
of the Carini-Edwards block, espe
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY"
cially the upper floors, are amazed a t
TELEPHONE WALDOBORO 100
th e amount of damage Inflicted by
th e recent fire. It is believed that the
TODAY—MARCH 9
offer of a plugged nickel for the prop
A Philco-Phone Inter-communica
Evening a t Eight
erty would be accepted.
tion system has just been installed in
“Valiant
Is the Word For
the Perry Markets, which have the
Several graduates or former stu distinction of being the first stores in
Carrie’’
dents of Bowdoin College, have been Maine to be thus equipped. The GLADYS GEORGE,
ARLINE JUDGE
awarded medical scholarships. The master station is installed at the
awards, made to 35, men and total executive's desk and four sub-sta
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 10
$7000. are from the Garcelon and tions are located in various parts of
BANK NIGHT
M erritt Fund. Among the men are the store. Two-way conversation is
Evening a t Eight
noted: Paul A. Jones of Union Bos provided and when the Perrys or
“CONFLICT”
ton University; Seth H. Read of Bel their department heads desire to con
Grey Line Tickets Sold At:
JOHN WAYNE, JEAN ROGERS
fast. Harvard: Douglas W. Walker of fer on some m atter it is no longer
Rockland
i Carroll Drug Store,
Rockport
Blaisdell’s Drug Store,
THURS.-FRI., MARCH 11-12
Thomaston, Yale.
Past Presidents' night was observed
necessary to traipse up and down
Rockland '
Knox Hotel,
Thomaston
Evening a t Eight
Rexall Drug Store,
j Thursday by Edwin Libby Relief
stairs. The service was installed by [
! Corps, the chairs being filled by thc
Our good friend, Bert Keene, out in the Maine Music Company and is i SHIRLEY TEMPLE.
Rockland
26-29
Hotel Rockland,
GARY COOPER j following: Mae Cross, president;
Fremont, Neb. sends us a copy of the working splendidly.
Fremont Tribune, which contains an
Riah Knight, vice president; Bessie
“Little M iss Marker”
account of the dedication of F re
Haraden. secretary; Amanda Choate,
With five kilns afire at the present FREE Matinee to all children un
mont's new Municipal Auditorium. time and three more to be started in der 12 years who are accompanied
chaplain; Rebekah Ingraham, past
THE WEATHER
Mr. Keene, who has been extensive- the near future the Rockland & by an adult. 2.30 o'clock.
i president: Elizabeth Barton, conducI tor; Doris Ames, patriotic instructor;
If last nights snow storm had not ly engaged in farming is also a mem- Rockport Lime Co. Inc. is looking
SATURDAY, MARCH 13
; guard. Bertha Higgins; banners. Allie
been so damp, and had not frozen on ber °i ^le rea' estate firm of Rich- ahead to its best season in many
Matinee 230. Evening 7 and 9
i Knowlton. Clara Curtis, and Adelma
before morning it could have been afds. Keene & Co. which, we notice, years. The present demand is for |
‘The Captain’s Kid”
I Mullen; flags. Millie Thomas, Eliza
removed toy the housewife's broom .' carries an elaborate advertisement in commercial lime and further increar’
GUY KIBBEE
SYBIL JASON
Piummer. Winnifred Butler and Miilike all the others this winter. Wed- *,be Fremont newspaper.
in operations may be expected in a
dred Condon; pianist. Ida Huntley.
The General sales tax. a "bogey" to
few weeks with the demand opening
nesday fair and continued cold, is
------the prophecy.
“Egypt. Greece, and P alestin e- up for agricultural lime. It is of in - |
Rockland Lodge. BP.OE., last The degree was exemplified. Mrs. In- t several Maine legislatures, was due
Backgrounds of Victorious Christian- I )pr„ t to n o t e t h a t th r e e of the five i
“
, ..
.. . , . __ ere?l 10 nole 1 “
1night elected these officers: Exalted graham, Mrs. Choate, Mrs. Higgins. , for public airing as the current lawIty —W*U be the subject of another
now operating are burning wood i Rujer .
- -. . .
Mrs. Mullen. Mrs. Butler: Mrs. Con- makers body prepared for its 10th
Joseph
Soffayer;
Leading
Mrs. Owen Barbour and Miss Mar illustrated lecture by Prof. Marion J | jor fUPi (.he company having bought
don
and Mrs. Huntley pleasingly re- 1week, opening today.
• T h e first paym ent on a so-called
garet Nutt of the MaBelle Beauiy Bradshaw in Rockland. This will be , ^on cords in a short space of time. Knight. Richard Economy; Loyal
' "bargain” is often the first installSenator Blanchards taxation comI
Knight.
George
B
Parsons;
Lecturing
"atcd.Mme
‘^
t
a
h
l
events
that
hapShop are in Boston taking special P rof Bradshaw's final
■ m ent on years o f disappointm ent.
£ putting $16 000 into circulation in this !
c h a r t s Mclntash;' secretary, pened during their term as president; I mittee. biting deep into the session's
T h e purchase o f a M aytag W asher
courses in permanents, finger waving R r ^ a n d for Uris s e ^ n and will be immpdiate area. The Edward Bryant , j N g ^ , ^ . trpaiUrcr A P
readings were given by Millie Thomas most vexatious problem — raising
is n o t o n ly assurance o f continued
and hair cutting. They expect to re a fitting climax to h is senes
world | kilns are on wood and two of the s0. Rj{.hardson.
glmon
Mae Cross, Maud Cables and Eliza "new money"—was to give hearing
sa tisfa c to iy service, but o f lower
turn Wednesday night.
travel lectures. The lecture will be called Pits are on coal, One of the
co st w ashings for more years.
Wednesday
to
several
tax
proposals,
Plummer.
A
public
supper
was
T h e one-piece, cast-alum inum
illustrated with scores of beautiful, Ppts k bping remodelled for wood | trustee for three years. T. E" McInnis: served with a special tabl; for the among them Representative Maxim's
, delegate to G rand Lodge in Denver,
tu b , the (iy ra ta to r washing action,
A new CCC enrollment is being hand-colored stereopticon views tak- use experimentally,
2
percent
sales
tax
bill.
The
Port
past
presidents.
This
was
prettily
Roller
W ater R emover, sed im ent 5
j Joseph Soffayer; alternate, T E. Mcmade through Mayor Thurston and en by the lecturer himself in these
trap and a score o f other advandecorated with individual favors for lander measure stipulated the levy
I
Innis.
applications must be at the. Mayor's ancient countries. Egyptian struc
4 tages, are extra values enjoyed
' each one. Thursday afternoon the “shall be added to the sales price of
A floor lamp wiil be given away
o n ly b y a M a y ta g owner. M aytag
office not later than March 25. Ap- tures dating from the time of the
merchandise
and
passed
on
to
the
!
sewing
circle
meets
with
supper
at
6
m odels available with gasoline
BORN
plicants must be between the ages children of Israel in slavery—scenes free at Thursday night's Illustrated j
consumer, instead of being absorbed
M ulti-M otor.
of 17 and 28.. unemployed, unm ar-] frOm Uie Mount of Olives and G eth- Lighting
to be^given b>
| Sheffield —At Thomaston. March 6. to Mrs. Minnie Smith is chairman, as
sisted by Mrs. Beulah Larrabee and by the vendor.”
See the New Maytag Inner.
_
.
.
_
„„„„
Suzanne
Miller
of
the
Centra'
Maine
Mr
and
Mrs.
Henry
Sheffield,
a
daugh
ried and witli needy dependants.
semane—Easter in Greece—these and
From the merchants was expected
ter.
Mrs. Mabel Richardson. In the eve
. .v mi
i b i - ' Power Co. staff in the Tower room at
many other thrilling scenes make this
New Bedford, Mass.. March ning the usual business session will the chief opposition. As in former
McLOON SALES & SERVICE
1New Community Building. The pub- BANKS—At
6. to Mr. and Mrs. Sumner B Banks,
Miss Ada Perry returning from a I lecture an outstanding one. This lecLimerock St. Rockiand. Me.
years,
when
similar
measures
were
a
son.
be
held.
On
Friday
night
the
Corps
lie is cordially invited.—adv.
week's business trip in the in terest1ture will be in the Congregational
killed,
the
Maine
association
against
io4-»WP
is sponsoring a public beano party at
THE M « n « 8 COMPANY, MANUFACTURERS
of Senter Crane's millinery depart Church next Sunday evening. March
MARRIED
a
Sales
Tax
had
been
active
in
re
Grand
Army
hall
with
Mrs.
Maud
The Illustrated Lighting Program
FOUNDED IH 3
•
NEWTON. IOWA
ment, reports the hats more fascinat 14 at 7.30.
Camden. March Cables and Mrs. Margaret Rackliff in cruiting objectors Jo the measure.
will be held Thursday night a t Tlie GREENLAW-NOYES—At
6. by Rev W infield Wlthani. Reginald
ing and attractive than for years.
Under it, each vendor would pay the
Tower Room in Community Building.
Greenlaw and Miss Genlcc Noyes, both charge.
Thc Bangor Veterans of Foreign
She also reports much improved
of Stonington.
tax quarterly "for the privilege of
Public cordraliy invited ar.d an clecbusiness and a real scarcity of w ant Wars are to have a boxing exhibition
selling
at retail." Motor fuels and
| trie floor lamp to be given away
T W O B U S Y M O N TH S
DIED
in the Auditorium Thursday night.
ed merchandise.
commercial fertilizers would be ex
Miss Suzanne Miller wiil conduct thc BLACK—At Glcnmcre. March 6. Melvin
The program will include a special
Black, aged 83 years. 9 months. 23 What American Bed Cross Nursing empt. as would sales to federal state
program, opening at 7.30—adv. *
days. Interm ent In South Paris ceme
H. H. Crie & Co. are sponsoring a bout between Bill Withee of Rock- ,
Service Did In January and Feb or local governments for "pub
tery.
model building contest running land and Jack Bumford of Augusta I
ruary
lic relief and welfare."
BARTER—At Auburndale. Mass.. March
March 15 to April 15 and open to all The Bangor News says: "As an added
Two income tax measures, popu
6. Agnes, wife of Ollie H Barter I n 
terment in Seaside cemetery. Tenants
Here is the report of American Red larly known as "Grange Bills," were
boys and girls in two age groups. 8 feature Bill Withee, the 74 year old
Harbor.
to 14 years and 15 to 20 years. All ring warrior of Bangor and Rockland
ROBINSON—At Isle au Haut. March f» Cross Nursing Service for January filed by Representative Newton of
Charles E Robinson, aged 79 years. 7 and February:
must be amateur builders and de will haul on the padded mittens with
Readfield. His first provided for a
months. Funeral today, Tuesday, at
177 patients were visited and given $3 milling fee and the elimination of
tails may be obtained at the Crie Jack Bumford another old timer who
1 o'clock.
hails from Augusta. Withee who I
HANRAHAM
» At Rockland. March f» nursing care.
store.
the current $3 poll tax. The second
Frances Hanrahan, aged 78 years, ll
gained national acclaim following
680 nursing visits were made for bill differed in that it raised the per
months. 23 days. Funeral this m orn
ing at St. Bernard’s Church at 9 the two months.
New awnings—service, workmanship his victory over the younger Happy
sonal examination of single persons
o'clock Burial in St James cemetery,
329 children under two years of from $750 to $1,000 and that of mar
and materials guaranteed. Prices as Hamlin at Rockland months ago, has
Thomaston.
MOODY — At Sailor's Snug Harbor. age visited and a total of 389 visits ried persons from $1,500 to $2,000.
low as is consistent with sound busi accepted the challenge hurled by the
March 5. William A Moody, aged 72
ness. Ask for estimates. Rockland Capital City battler. Interest Is high
years. 7 months. 14 days. Interm ent at for instruction to these children
Staten Island, N. Y.
were made.
(Continued on Page Six)
Awning Co. Tel. 1262-W—1262-R over this unusual fistic attraction and
■
16 deliveries were attended for tho
H. E. Simmons, foreman.
29*31 the promotors last night said th at
(
IN MKMOK1AM
■
moving pictures would be taken a t ,
In loving memory of Mrs Hazel month.
N
THE STADIUM BILL
Plummer who passed away March 9.
48 attended thc two well-baby
Not only the sound of the instru the bout for distribution to various
M ACARONI
TO M A T O PASTE can 5c
li
1936
clinics held.
ments in the band is heard on thc parts of the country." Butch Wooster ,
■i
Do not ask us If we miss her.
SPAGH
ETTI
Spear
H O T SAUCE,
can 5c
15 dental clinics were held, and 50 Matchmaker Hazen
new Philco radio, but the true quality is to be among the contestants; also | H I-O C T A N E G A S O L IN E
O h: There's such a vacant place.
Oft we think we hear her footsteps
Fast
school
children
from
the
three
lower
Has
Chosen
Some
of tone of every instrument from the Jack O'Brien and Walter Reynolds.
And we see her smiling face.
C A T SU P,
lge bot 10c
H
PLEASE SEE PAGES 2 AND 7
Friends may th in k we have forgotten
grades attended these clinics.
piccolo to the bass drum is brought
Leather Pushers
When they often see us smile.
i«:
When the W om ans Foreign Mis
3
social
service
cases
were
investi
out in its true sense. Maine Music
But they little know the sorrow
II
That the smile hides all the while
sionary Society of the Methodist
gated for out of town agencies
Ken Pease, a local boy. has been
Co.
28tf
LARGE 2 ', SIZE CAN
Her
loving
m
other,
sisters
and
brother
Church meets with Mrs. Edith
10 visits were-made to schools.
chosen by Matchmaker Hazen Spear
Twecdie Thursday afternoon Mrs.
to meet Tommy Regan of Bangor in
IN MEMORIAM
MAINE GOLDEN BANTAM
Vincie Clark will be in charge of 'h e
a six-round main bout to end a feud
In loving memory of Neal Farrell
Alexander
Bain
and
Raymond
Dow
Jr
program, which will include a pag
NOW I EAT
which has existed since the Great J8
who died at sea March 9. 1934.
PINK ALASKA—SHIP AHOY
Wheeloch left Rockland. Both boys I'
eant entitled “The Seventieth Anni
Nothing but memories since th a t sad
day
versary Visualization." Those who
have been undefeated in their class
When the ones we loved were called
will participate in the pageant are,
Upset Stomach Goes
BIG BEN
in this State.
EVAPORATED
away.
Modern Equipment
Gone are the faces we loved so dear.
Mrs. Edith Tweedie, reader; Miss
The semi-final brings together;
in Jiffy with Beil-ans
Silent
thc
voices
we
loved
to
hear.
Expert Workmanship
Amy Sherman, Miss Ruth Rogers,
Cracker Favreau, and Joe Goudroe of 1
, Sincere and tru e in heart and mind.
BUILD A MEGOW
I What beautiful memories they left be
Mrs. Lena deRochemont, Mrs. Eve
Reasonable Prices
Bangor. Crocker has knocked right
1776 WASHING
LARGE MEAT
hind.
MODEL & DISPLAY IT IN OUR
lyn Orcutt, M ». Lena Stevens, Mrs. |
and left in his last eight bouts and
(Signed)
The
many
who
loved
them
ELMER E. HEAL, Manager
Maxine Gardner, Mrs. Fannie Dow. I
now is meeting a really fast boy in
676 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Mrs. Leona Whitehill, Misses Faith
Joe.
Both are willing to step and mix.
TEL. 1044
CARD OF THANKS
Lurvey. Evelyn Clark. Katherine
The top preliminary should be a
We wish to express our appreciation 1
28-39
and thanks to our neighbors and thi 1
Stevens. Rhea Gardner and Patricia
slugfest between Johnny Roy of Auschool children for so willingly helping
Whiteliili. Mrs. Thelma Stanley will
us yesterday p u t out the tire that started
t.usta and Bo Courtney of Bangor.
C11 our premises and got out of control
C a lifo r n ia — I n T o m a to S au ce
be the soloist and Mrs. Alice Brooks
These fighters have never met and
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Woodman
will be accompanist. March is the
Sardines,
3 cans 25c
i
this
should
prove
to
be
a
bloodthirsty
STARTING MARCH 10TH
Ambulance Service
Association's "Founder's Day" month
C A R D O F THANKS
' battle, as their previous clashes have
ENDING APRIL 10TH
Salad Dressing,
12c
We wish to express our sincere ap-1
in which they are celebrating their
been gory.
predation to all our friends for the
67th anniversary. With the pageant
8
OUNCE
beautiful flowers sent In our recent
LOCAL BOYS AND GIRLS
C o n v e n ie n t , T a sty — T ry a c a n
The first position is between
bereavement: and also for cars loaned
they are beginning to lead up to their
! Tommy Gagne of Augusta, a willing
TWO GROUPS
Egg Noodles 3 pkg 25c
Guy A. Robbins and family I
70th anniversary when they will have
' mixer and boxer, and Jary Milan of
JUNIORS 8 TO 14 YEARS
Vinegar,
pint bot 7c
CARD OF THANKS
AM BULA NC E SERVICE ] Bangor of the same type.
a big celebration.
SENIORS, 15 TO 20 YEARS
Morticians
We wish to thank our neighbors and
Reserved seats are on sale at The
friends for th eir kind assistance and
use of their cars during our recent
The Ladies' Aid of the Littlefield
Thorndike Grill, Friday at the
FRESH ROASTED
. Golden Tipped Orange Pekoe
bereavement, also for thc beautiful floral
Memorial Church will hold a public
tributes.
Stadium, or by Hazen Spear. Plenty
TELS. 450 AND 781-1
Lewis Young, Mr. and Mrs. George
Sporting Goods Department
supper and Uncle Ezra entertainment
TEL. M2
of heat and plenty of room for park
Robbins. Mr, and Mrs, Andrew Breen,
361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
ROCKLAND, MAINE
• C L A R E M O N T S T , R O C K LA N D
in the vestry, Wednesday, March 10.
Mi and Mis. Herbert Murrey. Mr and
ing. Ladies are admitted free, with
119-tf
Mrs. Herbert Young and Cant and Mi
98tf
at 6.30.
28*29
men escorts in the reserved section. W IIU M M
F. L Maloney,

$4.50
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You can’t be BEAT on hills

NEWBERRY’S

LOW PRICED FOOD DEPARTM ENT
MARCH 8 TO 13

T U N A FISH , light m eat,

when you switch to rither

2 can s 2 5 c

» •’

RICHFIELD

I

2 lbs 15c

TOM ATOES,
CORN,
SALM ON,

ROCKLAND
WELDING W ORKS

2 for 21 c
2 for 2 1 c
2 for 2 1 c

H O T DOGS

PRIZE CONTEST
'

’ 4

9

W-

Soap,

2 for 9c A p ricots,

P ow d er,

pkg 10c P ru n es,

19c

2 lbs 15c

EVERYDAY NECESSITIES

H

Potato Stix

BURPEE’S

lie

H. H . CRIE & CO.

■
R ussell fu n e r a l H om e

C offee,

I b l8 c [ T e a ,

lb 3 9 c

J
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Gladys Sw arthout to Sing L ead
In M etropolitan Opera's ”M ignon”
•i—
--------------------- ——
------- -- --By G L A D Y S S W A R T H O U T

For years it seemed to me that the
destiny that shapes the (ate of
opera singers had forgotten to get
me out of boys’ parts. I seldom had
a chance to wear the ruffles, rustling
skirts and all the silken finery that
every woman adores. It was boots,
boots, boots, doublet and hose, cloak
and sword, almost every time 1
emerged from the Metropolitan
wings. If there was an opera with a
boy's part, the directors apparently
said to themselves, "W ell, there’s
Gladys Swarthout—she cuts a fine
figure as a lad." So I curtsied
as page, wore Nicklausse’s satin
breeches and the royal habiliments
of the Tsarevitch. Not to mention
the tights of Frederick in "Mignon."
But now I am through w ith Fred
erick. Next Saturday afternoon I
shall be Mignon herself for the first
tim e in my Metropolitan career, in
the presentation to be broadcast by
the National Broadcasting Company
and the Radio Corporation of
America. And even if Mignon is
quite a tomboy, there is still plenty
of compensation in portraying her
struggles to be recognized as a wo
man, with a woman's rig ht to love.
At the opening of the opera the
good burghers of a small German
town are gathered at the tavern en
joying their pipes and beer, and won
dering who Lothario, an aged min
strel of blurred memory whose life
is spent in search of his abducted
daughter, really is. T h e ir attention
quickly shifts to the arriv al of a
band of gypsies, Mignon among
them.
»
It comes time for her to do “the
dance of the eggs" but, resentful of
ill treatment, she refuses. The gypsy
leader raises a stick. Lothario, at
tempting to intervene, is shoved
aside; but not so W ilhelm, a student
traveling in search of adventure.

After he has calmed the gypsy with
a pistol, Mignon shyly divides her
bouquet of wildflowers between him
and Lothario.
Now, Philine, an actress, misses
nothing of all this. W ilhelm is imme
diately taken in by her coquetry and
eagerly accepts an invitation to fol
low her to a nearby castle where
her troupe is to play. "M y flowers!”

G LADYS

SW ARTHOUT

gasps the indignant Mignon, notic
ing Philine's bouquet.
W ilhelm has bought Mignon’s
freedom and. dressed as a page, she
accompanies him to the castle.
There he bids her warm herself by
the fireplace. “I'm not cold," she
says softly, “I'm nappy near you."
Philine, not as blind as Wilhelm,
forestalls Mignon by diverting his
attention to herself. Soon he is mak
ing ardent love to her. Mignon tries
to Ignore the scene, but she is miser
ably jealous. “ I loathe her!" she
hisses under her breath.
A fter the pair leave, Mignon tries
on one of Philine’s beautiful dresses

^SNAPSHOT GUILD,
P h o to g rap h in g H om e M ade

and Wilhelm, returning, is amazed
at the transformation from boy to
woman. He tells her that It is best
for her reputation that they part.
To make things worse, Philine
comes in and humiliates her. Poor
Mignon tears the lace off the dress
and the actress cattily remarks that
one might say the girl was jealous.
Again in gypsy costume. Mignon
rushes out into the night, intending
to drown herself. There she encoun
ters Lothario, on his way to Italy,
and she runs to him for sympathy.
The sound of Philine’s triumphant
song rings through the night and
Mignon bitterly calls down ven
geance upon the castle and its occu
pants. The idea begins working In
Lothario's mind and he sets fire to
the castle.
Philine comes into the park with
her admirers and orders Mignon to
run back for a bouquet she has mis
laid. Desperate and forlorn. Mignon
hurries away. Then everyone dis
covers the fire and W ilhelm dashes
into the flaming structure and
against her will, rescues Mignon
still clutching the handful of with
ered flowers.
In the last act we meet Wilhelm
Mignon and Lothario at the Castle
Cypriani in Italy. Mignon is finally
recovering from the shock and Wil
helm has finally come to his senses
He declares his love and the willing
Mignon Is soon convinced of his sin
cerity. Lothario, his memory Jogged
by fam iliar surroundings, discovers
that it is really he, the Marquis
Cypriani, who owns the castle and
that Mignon is his long-lost daugh
ter. The curtain falls on this "hap
pily ever after" scene.
W ilfred Pelfetier will be our con
ductor in Saturday’s Mignon and
the roles of Wilhelm and Lothario
will be sung by Charles Hackett and
Ezio Pinza.

WALDOBORO
M rs Stanley Lenfest. who has been
visiting friends in Massachusetts, has
returned
M rs B G. M iller sang at a meet- '

P o stm a ster’s Stam p W a s
Tried as an E x p erim en t

NORTH HAVEN

W in ter is staging the past few days
Stamps as a postal convenience
■;< real come-back. I t has been so
first were introduced in England in
M ay, 1840, and in June of that year cold the local icemen have been re
Daniel Webster introduced a resolu lieved of their anxieties about the
tion in the senate suggesting their supply for the coming summer
use in this country. But it was not
Zenas Burgess was a Rockland
until 1847, after postal-reform socie visitor Saturday.
ties had again and a -a in petitioned
A group of friends met Friday i
congress for stamps and many post
night at the home of M r. and Mrs
masters had in desperation issued
their own, that the authorities in Stanley Quinn in honor of Mrs.
Washington finally consented to a Quinn's birthday anniversary Cards ■
general issue, writes a correspon were enjoyed with Austin Joy w in- J
dent in the New York H erald T ri ning the high score. Those present
bune.
were Barbara Stone, M r. and Mrs.
The first postmaster's stamp, that Parker Crockett. Greta Morrison and
issued by Robert H. M orris, post
Nat Stone. Refreshments were ser
m aster at New York in 1845, was
in reality in the nature of an ex ved and a delightful evening spent.
periment made at the suggestion of Mrs. Q uinn was the recipient of
the Postmaster General to convince many lovely gifts.
congress that stamps were feasible,
The 4 -H girls met Friday night in
and to make the experim ent more I Library hall.
general supplies of the New York
The pupils in M r Lawrence's room
stamps were furnished the post
will give an entertainm ent Friday
masters at Boston. Albany, Phila
delphia and Washington for use night in Library hall.
Phyllis Black and Edith Nickerson
from their offices. To guard against
counterfeiting and as a sure means i local teachers, spent the weekend a t 1
of identification. M orris or his their homes in Vinalhaven.
clerks initialed each stamp in red
Lewis Burgess was a visitor here
before selling it.
Monday.
Following closely in M orris’ foot
T he sophomore class held a cake
steps, the postmaster at New Haven
issued his own stamps, each one sale Saturday afternoon in Library
| hall.
signed with his full name "E . A.
Reports from Sarasota state that J
M itchell," and at Brattleboro, V t„
the postmaster's initials, ” F. N. I the weather there has been very hot.
P .” , were a part of the stamp de M r and M rs John Lermond started
sign. The Baltimore stamps were
I yesterday.
m erely long labels with the facsim
Local boat builders nave been busy i
ile signature of the postmaster.
during the winter Brown's shop has I
•’James M. Buchanan,” and the
turned out several boats. L e s te r!
values, "5 Cents" or ” 10 Cents,”
while the stamps of the Alexandria,
Greenlaw and M aynard have row
V a., office were serially numbered.
boats to
their credit, and Zenas i
Other postmasters who got out
Burgess is completing a sailboat Ed.
their own issues were those of An
York and Lester Greenlaw have built
napolis, Boxcawen. N. H . ; Lockport.
two small model boats.
N. Y .; Millbury, Mass., Providence
T he Church is Indebted to the (
and St. Louis.
These stamps all came out be Unity G uild for new curtains in the
study and Guild room, also a safety
tween 1845 and 1847 but dropped
from sight almost im m ediately up rope across the head of the stairs
on the appearance of the general
leading to the basement
issue of the latter year.

DRAFT PROGRAM TO
BOLSTER SHIPPING
M aritim e G roup W ill Subm it
P la n to C ongress.
Washington.—A broad legislative
program, aimed to reinforce the
government's program to re-build
and stabilize the American m er
chant marine, is being drafted by
the m aritim e commission.
It contemplates:
1. Six months' extension of the
tim e lim it for termination of ocean
m ail contracts which is now set for
next June 30.
2. Authority to act as a board of
mediation in ship labor disputes,
3. Amendment of present act to
give commission jurisdiction over
contracts affecting shore labor.
4 Transfer of the bureau of
marine inspection and navigation
from the Departm ent of Commerce
to the commission.
5. Clarification of present act regarding construction of differential
subsidies.
In addition the commission will report to congress on the advisability
of providing a federal subsidy for
construction and operation of dirigibles for transatlantic s e r v i c e .
Though the Commerce department
has recommended this, the commis
sion has yet to reach a decision on
the matter.
Inability to compromise existing
ocean m ail contracts, within the
limited period provided under the
law is advanced as the reason for
the commission's desire for a six
months’ extension of the present
time lim it.
Though steamship owners have
signified a desire to participate un
der the new subsidy plan, they are
reported to have served notice on
the commission they w ill resist can
cellation of their m ail contracts un
less they are fully satisfied with the
subsidy amounts.
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Above — Arrow Plane with Ford VA
engine soaring over New York City
after completing transcontinental flight
Right— Pace Wooda of the Arrow factory points out to David E Antler,
ton, Chief Engineer of the Bohn Aluminum and Brass Corporation, the
method of mounting the standard Ford VA powerplant in the plane.
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Plan Permanent Memorial
for Late Joyce Kilmer

W AR R EN

R om ans Loved C in nam on;
U sed It in T h eir B alm s

P rairie du Chien, Wis. — Black- I
robed Jesuits at Campion academy,
The Congregational Ladies' Circle | the adopted alm a mater of Joyce J
Kilmer, quietly pushed toward com- |
will serve a public supper Thursday,
pletion plans for a permanent me- .
the committee being. Mrs. Nettie
m orial to the man who penned, I
Jameson. Mrs. Abbie Newbert. Mrs E
“ Poems are made by fools like me, J
Belle W alker. Mrs. Olive Holt, and
but only God can make a tree.”
Miss M Orace W alker
Workers w ill soon begin remodel- ’

The strong fragrance of cinna
mon greeting our nostrils, gives us
pleasure even before we eat the
food that it flavors.
M rs Fred L. Burns recently ac
The human nose has always re
ing a gymnasium into a library dedMrs. Albion Holt, who observed her
icated "to the memory of Alfred
companied Mrs Theresa Shuman to i sponded to this odor and the ancient birthday anniversary Sunday was
Joyce K ilm e r,” whose short but r e Portland where M rs Shuman re- , Romans held it in particular es pleasantly surprised at a dinner
m arkable lite ra ry career was stim 
teem. They used it liberally in ' party attended by relatives including
mauled for treatm ent at the Maine
their ointments and balms as well
ulated by visits to Campion and
General Hospital.
as in their cooking, and as the ul M r. and Mrs H H Sherburne, and
Prairie due Chien.
daughter
Joan.
Vinson
Phillips.
Lloyd Davis who has completed a
In 1922. the movement for the
tim ate m ark of their appreciation
three years enlistment in the U. 8 .: of this spice they set it apart as the M yron Sherburne, and Everett Ladd 1 mem orial was begun by the Rev.
incense for sacrificial and ceremo of South Hope; M r. and Mrs Adel- I Claude Pernin, S. J., who died last
Navy, is visiting his parents. M r and
year. He donated a $25,000 legacy
nial fires.
bert
Cool and two children of
M rs Lawrence Davis.
he had received, and the fund later
When a god was to be appeased,
Palm
yra:
Lloyd
Leathers
of
Bath;
Schools closed Friday for the an 
was increased by the K ilm er fam or the shade of a departed spirit
| Miss Elizabeth Oxton. Lois Bazemore
nual Spring recess
ilywas to be honored, it was the pet*
'an d M r Holt. A prettily decorated
When completed, the library w ill
fume of cinnamon wafted heaven
Miss Marcia Bianey was hostess at
be the largest of any private secondward on uprising clouds of smoke i cake held a prominent place on the
the meeting Friday of the Bridge
dining room table, and Mrs H o lt ' ary school in the United States.
that carried the message. No Ro
Club. At the two tables six members
The thirty-one-year-old Kilm er, a
man doubted that an odor so pleas received many nice gifts.
and two guests were in attendance.
member of the 165th infantry, was
ing to man could fa il to placate
Mrs Charles Robinson, who has
killed in action near Ourcq, France,
T he third and last session of the
the Olympian dieties.
been ill. is improving
on August 1, 1918, not long after he
cooking school sponsored by the
The Roman media of atonement
had written:
Lois Bazemore has returned home
Woman s Club was held recently with
was not buns but bonfires, and
"Lord. Thou didst suffer more for
a fter spending a week in South Hope
their
theory
was
that
the
more
cin
an attendance of 125. Ed. Gonia of
me,
I w ith her cousin. Joan Sherburne
namon
consumed,
the
greater
the
Rockland had kindly consented to
Than all the hosts of land and sea,
incense and therefore the greater
D
.D
.G
.M
Edgar
Ames
of
Thom

show his ability to make biscuits and
Sc let me render back again,
the pleasure of the diety or the
aston will inspect St George Lodge. This millionth of Thy g ift
This was not photographed in the wilderness but on a table top in the
not only succeeded, but was p racti- J
spirit
who
was
being
honored.
home of an amateur photographer. The "lake" is a m irror.
F A M . Thursday at a special meetAm en.”
. cally "the life of the party." M rs
i ing.
Constructing owe of these sets re
Carrie Williams Fowler was assisted
S ALM O ST every motion pic
Richard
Bucklin
and Linwood
Robert Cavelier de la Salle
by Mrs. Isabel Labe and Mrs Louise
ture goer knows, the Hollywood quires, of course, a certain amount
13 Years of Overtime
Rideout of Bowdoinham, both stu
On March 19, 1687, near the Trin
studios are continually fooling us of time and patience, with the ex
Jackson E. John M iller of North
Put In by Postal Man
ity river, Texas, Robert Cavelier de
dent at the University of Maine.
th e s e days with s c e n e s photo pense depending upon the materials
j Waldoboro won the handsome lamp
U tica.—Thirteen years of overtime
la Salle was murdered by mutinous ' spent the weekend w ith M r and Mrs.
graphed in miniature, such as a vil you put into it. Very amusing
given as award.
for Uncle Sam is the record of Edfollowers. He had attempted to , W alter Bucklin
lage street, a castle in Spain, a scenes may be created, however,
• • • •
ward S. O'Connor, superintendent
without
introducing
elaborate
de
rural winter snow scene, a ship at j
found a French settlement near
I Charles Ring accompanied by C lif of mails at the Utica postoffice.
Herbert S. Weaver
Matagorda bay, which he had mis
sea, an airplane wreck and what not tails. Here are a few suggestions
ford Overlock motored recently to
An impressive memorial service
Hard at work amid the Christmas
taken for the mouth of the Mississip
else. So cleverly are these miniature for the materials:
W hite or light gray cardboard
was held at the High 3chool of Prac
pi, discovered by him in 1682. Dis South China, returning Herbert Ring rush, M r. O'Connor said that he did
' sets" designed and photographed
to his home there, a fte r he had spent not intend to try to collect pay for
aster after disaster, now culminat
tical Arts, Boston, for the late H e r
that in the picture their lack of re makes “sky” ; a m irror makes a
ing in his death, had attended the
ality defies detection, and when we lake; twigs and small plants make
a few weeks with his grandparents. it, and that he was glad to put in
bert S. Weaver, founder and first
the extra tim e to get the m ail
enterprise.
Yet
the
credit
due
his
are let in on the secret, we do not trees and hedges; moss serves for
M r. and Mrs. Charles Ring at W arren
head master of that institution M r
through.
form er exploit remains undimmed:
mind at all. Indeed we admire the grass; chalk, salt or flour for snow;
Highlands
Weaver. who was a native of this
M r. O'Connor quit a law practice
he had traced the length of a conti
toy automobiles, trains, boats, air
achievement.
Miss Virginia Wyllis and Alfred April 2, 1892, to enter the posttown, was connected with this school
nent's
greatest
inland
waterway,
la
Have you ever tried creating planes, houses, human and animal
from 19C7 to 1931 when he was ob
office.
ter to become an all-im portant fac W yllie who have been ill. are better
miniature
scenes yourself and figures may be obtained at the five"Since then I have worked 34.000
M r and Mrs Selden Robinson ac
liged to resign on account of failing
tor in the development of American
photographing them w ith your and-dime store. If you are handy
travel and communication. Of him
companied by Mrs Nida Copeland of hours overtim e,” he said. "That
own camera? It ’s fun. Depending with tools, you can fashion various
health. Although he was ill much
makes 4,250 extra days or, with 306
the historian Parkm an writes: ! Thomaston
upon your skill, artistic ability and "props" yourself, using soft wood,
recently visited
Mrs
of the summer, which he passed at
days to the postal year, a total of
"Am erica owes him an enduring i Elm er Locke, who is receiving surgi
the materials you employ, you may
or you can use plastic modeling
Ins home at M artin s Point, his death
more than 13 years.”
memory; for in this masculine figconstruct and photograph miniature
materials.
v.as unexpected.
cal treatm ent at the Ear ano Eye
! ure she sees the pioneer who guided
sets in your own home that will
A few points relative to the pho
T he program for the memorial
In firm a ry in Portland.
her to the possession of her richest
rival the semblance of reality
tography:
service included Scripture reading by
Callers Sunday at the home of Savages Go Victorian,
heritage.”
achieved in Hollywood; or, if you
W orking at close range, the depth
Mabel E. Bowker. headmaster; t r i
M r. and M rs. A. T . Norwood were
prefer, you may create scenes of
A ccording to Explorer
of field of the lens is not likely to
fantasy, comedy or burlesque to
bute to M r. Weaver by Melville C.
M rs Zena Nelson. Mrs. Alice Robbins
London, England.—Explorer Rex
be great, so, in building your set,
Speed of Comets
compare with a “shot” in an animat
Freeman, history teacher; selections
and Charles Sm ith all of Union.
Hardinge arrived from darkest A f
keep the elements within as short a
The speed of comets, while not
ed cartoon.
by Clara B Shaw English teacher
M rs. Edgar Wiley was recent guest rica and reported that he found,
distance, front to back, as possible.
perceptible to the casual observer,
For a "still” camera, this is really
hundreds of miles from civilization,
oi Miss fermina Williams.
You get the best effects by using
and a group of songs by Blanche
is much greater than that of the
nothing else than table-top photog
a tribe whose women attired them
the lens at a small opening. Better
Haskell,
a
former
pupil
and
concert
A
rainbow
ring
was
seen
at
1:30
planets,
writes
Dr.
Thomas
M.
Beck
raphy, such as has long been prac
selves in the fashion of the Victorian
make about three "shots" of a setsoloist
The
service
was
largely
a
t
Saturday afternoon about the sun.
in the Chicago Tribune. Moreover,
ticed by amateurs, but which now
era.
ling, varying the exposure time, to
comets are not lim ited to any parti | W h eth er this is the indication of a
tended.
is photographically much easier for
Bustles, high waists, high necks
be sure of obtaining a perfect nega
cular part of the sky. They may
the amateur than it used to be, be
storm pending, remains to be seen.
and leg-of-mutton sleeves graced
tive. Focus exactly.
appear in any p art of the heavens
cause of the recent introduction for
W arren Grange will work the first the voluminous gowns of the Hot
You will have a lot of fun play
and come from any direction. In
home use of more powerful artificial
tentot women, Hardinge said, while
and
second degrees on a candidate
ing with the light. Sometimes a
general they move toward the sun,
lighting. At least for table-top pho
women of other tribes in the coun
single strong flood light will give
tonight.
sweep around it in a wide curve,
tography you can very cheaply with
try wore nothing at all.
you what you want. Again, you may
Miss Edna F Boggs has been
.. — By Janet
and then move back in the direction
two or three of these brighter home
It was believed that missionaries
want one figure to stand out bril
from which they came until they I spending a week at the home of Mrs. introduced the fashions more than
flood light bulbs rival the lighting
liantly with everything else sub
fade into darkness. The most strik Ella Cunningham.
equipment of Hollywood studios,
a generation ago.
dued. For this a large piece of card
ing thing about them is the fact
and, what is more, do good work
Joyce Butler, and Richard Butler,
board with a hole in it will provide
that as they approach the sun they
w ith an inexpensive fixed-focus cam
who have been ill w ith the measles
a spotlight. Panchromatic film gives
drag their tails behind them, but
era, provided you use a portrait at
the best rendering.
N agging Is Called
as they retreat they push their tails ’ are up and about again.
tachment to secure the necessary
Forget-me-not G irl S c o u t!
JO HN V A N G UILDER
ahead—that is, the tail, instead of j T h e
close-up focus.
Ground for Divorce
following the comet, always points
Troop earned $9 from its food sale
Berlin.—Constant and unjusti
away from the sun.
Friday afternoon.
fied criticism or "nagging” about
T h e annual meeting of the Knox
one's w ife’s work in the NationalCounty Fish and Game Association
Socialist party organization is
Cholera Deadly io Swine
enough grounds on which to sue
w ill be held Friday in Union, w ith
Cholera is the most deadly in
for divorce, a court at H alber
banquet at 6:30. Kenneth F. Lee Is
fectious disease of swine. As many
stadt ruled in granting a divorce
as 250 or 300 hogs m ay be wiped
expected to be present to show pic
to a wife. The wedded life of
out by it on a large ranch within
tures.
the couple was considered "se
O U R AD-TAK ER WILL
a few days. It is estimated that
riously shattered and disorgan
this
disease
causes
an
annual
loss
BE G LAD TO HELP YOU
ized” through the attitude of the
NORTH WARREN
of $25,000,000 to hog raisers in the
husband who was charged with
United States. The symptoms are
T ’S a tedious job to bake cookies
constantly nagging about his
M rs Harry Morrisson of Portland
difficult to describe so that inex
pan by pan. Ovens of up-to-thewife's activities in the party.
minute gas ranges are spacious perienced stock owners may recog
who has been spending a week here

H o lly w o o d M in ia tu re 'S e ts '

FORD-ENGINED PLANE CROSSES CONTINENT

ing of the Woman’s Club Friday in
Wiscasset.

I

H E first airplane powered by a t lo n w it h t h e F o r d M o to r C o m p a n y
standard automobile engine to a lth o u g h It is e x p e c t e d th a t A r r o w
fly from coast to coast Is the Arrow
o w n e r s w il l b e a b l e t o t a k e t h e i r
Sport V-8 shown here equipped with s h ip s t o r e g u l a r F o r d d e a le r s r o r
a regular Ford VA automobile en e n g in e r e p a i r a n d r e p la c e m e n t s e r v 
gine. This plane la the first stand ic e w o r k .
ard automobile engine-powered unit
R e c e n tly t h i s p la n e w a s d e m o n
to receive the Approved Type C e r (Dated in D e t r o i t t o o ffic ia ls o f l h a
tificate from the Department of , F o r d M o to r C o m p a n y a n d o f t h e
j B o h n A l u m i n u m a n d B ra s s C o r p n r a Commerce.
The plane made the transconti t io n w h o s e c o m p a n y s u p p lie s n m tiy
nental flight tn time for Its com p a r ts fo r t h e e n g in e , in c lu d in g t h e
pletion Just before the recent a ir , B o h n a llt e c y l in d e r h e a d s h e a r in g s ,
plane show at New York.
i e tc . I t w a s b r n u g h l I o l i e t n u l h v
The flight was made by Dale M a r k W o o d s , P r e s id e n t of I h e A c
Myers, veteran pilot, and George ro w A i r c r a f t a n d M o t o r s C a o p o r a Cbrlstison, co-pilot. The plane aver tlo n , h is son P a c e W o o d s a n d P i l o t
aged 90 miles per hour and got J U u m y H i n t z w h o p u t it t h r o u g h
better than 15 miles per gallon on a ll k in d s o f s l u n t s t o d e i ii o n s ii a ie
the flight, using regular-priced auto its f o o lp r o o f d e s ig n T h e p la n e is
mobile gasoline. The Arrow V 8 has a- m a r v e l o f s t a b i l i t y , e x p e r ts a s s e t t ,
a wingspread of about 37 feet and a n d w it h r e g u l a r g a s o lin e r l i i n h s
a length of 21 feet. It weighs less a t 500 f e e t p e r m in u t e I t h a s a n
than 1200 pounds and retails for a b s o lu te c e i li n g o f 14.nuo f e e t a n d
$1,500.
a r a n g e o f 3 5 0 m ile s o n 20 g a l l o n s
The manufacturer. Arrow A ir o f g a s o lin e . T o p s p e e d is Hill m lle a
craft aud Motors Corporation of p e r h o u r a n d I t c r u is e s a l 90 I .a im 
Lincoln, Nebraska, has uu conuec ing sp e ed la 45 tu lle s a n h o u r.

COURIER-GAZETTE CRO SS-W O RD PUZZLE
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T he C ourier-G azette
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enough for several sheets of cookies
to be baked at once. Place one oven
rack slightly above center and the
other rack slightly below, then stag
ger the cookie sheets so that one is
not above another. Or, on one rack
place the cookie sheets or pans at
the northeast and southeast, and
on the other rack, at the north
west and southeast.*Use the same
positions for four tins of layer cake.
Loaf cakes and roasts of meat can

’ be placed in the center of the QVffli

nize the disease.

RADIO SERVICE
Guaranteed Repair W ork on all makes
of Radio Receivers
Member Radio Manufacturers' Service

MAINE MUSIC CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.
_______

_ _

while caring for her aunt. Mrs. E
J. Kalloch. returned home Sunday.
W endall Stevens has sold his farm
to W illis Moody, Jr. and is now living
in the John Kenminen house.
Everett Lamont of Winslow's Mills
was a visitor Wednesday in this place
Poultry raisers in this town ate
planning to attend the meeting

23-tf Thursday to be held at Union town

i
j

H O RIZO N TAL
1-Judgment
7-S m all olive-green
fly-catcher (pi.)
13- A kind of tile
14- Avoided
16- Conjunction

H O R IZ O N T A L (Cont.)
49- Place
50- Highest point
51- Kind of velvet
52- Plural suffix
53- Wing-shaped
54- Combining form. Air
56- Prefix. From
57- To stain again
59-An inundation
61- Salty
62- European fresh
w ater fish

V E R T IC A L (Cont.)
22- County in S. E.
England
23- Combining form.
More
25- To alter the form of
26- Touched with the
1 7 - T e r m in a te s
toes
18- Never (eontr.)
27- Combining form.
19- Egyptian god
Spine
20- Bangs
29- Confession of faith
22- Repair
30- Stupifies
23- A disease of fowls
32- Penetrate
33- Demons
24- Enda
V E R T IC A L
35- The Orient
25- ln a tilted manner
27- Strike with the open 1- Belligerent
36- A condiment
2 - W ithin
37- Awakens
hand
3 - Stalks
38- A horse's gait
28- Piece out
4 - Noises
40- M id-day
29- Lum pt of clay
5 - Aged
41- A Spanish nobleman
30- Charm
6- Combining form.
42- A thoroughfare
31- Forsaken
44-Eternal (O b i.)
Middle
33- Being at rest
7 - Pictures longer than 47- A European country
34- Old type firearm
wide
48- Elevate
36-Move with a quick,
8 - Occurrence
50- Mountain range of
light step
9
Worthless
plant
Turkestan
39-Profits
10M
ake
a
mistake
51- Predicate (abbr.)
43- Made a mistake
53- An ocean (abbr.)
11- And (Lat.)
44- A letter (pi.)
54- A continent (abbr.)
12- Continued stories
45- Worthless leaving
13- Mailed
55- Before
46- tndigent
15-Spotted
58-A continent (abbr.)
4 7 - Lete stand
21-lm itates
60-H enry (abbr.)
48- Howl
----------------------------------------------------------- p>

EAST UNION
Community Circle will resume
meetings Wednesday afternoon with
Mrs Amelia Dornan as hostess

(Solution to previous puzzle)
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Those who attended Knox Pomona
Grange in Appleton, report an enjoy- >
able session.
Funeral services for M rs. M ary
Saunders were held last Tuesday a t
tended by many relatives and friends
Mrs. C. J. Orassow spent the past
week w ith her daughter. Mrs. G re t
chen Payson
Rexford Anderson of Port Clyde
passed the weekend with his fam ily
Wildcats are reported at several
here.
points in northern New York State—
probably expecting to slip back inti.
T h e most outstandng total eclipse
W all Street while the SEC isn't look
of the year began when the umbra of
ing.—Portland Morning Oregonian.
the Windsor-Simpson romance fell on
the Rogers-Pickford a ffa ir —S t. Louis

VINALHAVEN * ROCKLAND
hall sponsored by Finnish residents.
S T E A M B O A T CO .
Star-Tim es.
A speaker w ill explain poultry con
T e le p h o n e 402
R o c k la n d . Me.
ditions. using the English language,
Read Down
Read Up
A.
M.
P. M.
and the topic promises interest for
Repeal has entered its F ourth Big i
J..UI L v S W A N 'S IS L A N D .................... A r ( 0 0
Year. I t has now become a perma- j 6.30 Lv STONINGTON ................. Lv 4.40
everyone.
7,10 Lv NORTH HAVEN ........... . Lv 3 30
the village visited Sunday w ith M ary nent feature of American life, like] 6.15
Lv V IN A L H A V E N
...................... L v 2 45
Gracie.

“Tobacco Road ' and the squabbles of i 8.30 Ar ROCKLAND

Laura Butler and Evelyn Haupt of Atmee McPherson.—The New Yorker.

S u b je c t

.................... Lv I 30

to c h a n g e w it h o u t n o tic e
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Lights of NewYork

Evelyn Chandler

Daring

Lovely

Page Five

Wing-footed

Skating Marvel

Walter H. Shaw announces that he
will be a candidate for the office of
By L. L. STEVENSON
Road Commissioner at the coming
Town Meeting.
Piano Interlude: If you think it
The Methodist Ladies' Aid will hold
impossible to lose a piano, keep
an
all-day session Wednesday at the
right on reading. The piano was a
gift to Lily Pons from her mus , vestry.
The Johnson Society will meet
ical director, Andrew Koslelanetz.
He arranged to have it shipped to Wednesday night with Nellie Alexan
Hollywood where the wee French der at her home on Russell avenue. 1
star was making her new picture,
Roscoe Deane and family of Bel“That Girl from Paris." Carefully
, fast were visitors Sunday at the home
crated, the instrument was deliver,
ed to the airport to await a night of his father, Leslie C Deane.
plane. When time came for load I Mr and Mrs. E E Ingraham May
ing, it had disappeared. That caused nard Ingraham and Effie Veazte mo
consternation since it is a very spe tored to Fairfield Sunday to visit
cial instrument designed for the Miss Allene Ingraham. Enroute they
tiny diva's own use. Small enough to were dinner guests of Mr and Mrs.
T H E A R A B IA N C A R T W H E E L - a
S U C H B A L A N C E ta k e s h e a lt h y
H E L L O ! A ttr a c tiv e E velyn
19 DIZZY SPINS in rapid suc
“ACROBATIC SKATING is strenuous and exciting, ” says
fit into her studio dressing room
n e r v e s ! S o s h e s m o k e s C a m e ls .
C handler—America’s Queen of
complete somersault without touch
Evelyn. “ It takes a digestion in tiptop shape. 1 make
cession ! Another time when
B.
Harold
Cates
at
East
Vassalboro.
the easel and cover are decorated
" C a m e ls a r e so m ild ,” she says,
Figure S katers—leaps into the
sm ooth-w orking digestion
ing the ice. The only one who ha?
Camels an important part of my meals They help me en
with bars from arias she has sung j Mr and Mrs. Walter Carroll. Mr.
“ th e y d o n ’ t ja n g le m y n e rv e s .”
cam era's range.
stands Evelyn in good stead.
mastered it is Evelyn Chandler.
joy my food and give me a sense of well-being. ”
a t the Metropolitan and photos o<_ and Mrs. Frederick Richards and
her in various operatic roles. It was sons Carroll and Gerald attended the
insured, of course, but those photos basketball tournament Friday in
could not be replaced since they Lewiston. The Camden High School
came from the star's private col
team, of which Mr Richards is coach,
FA M O U S SKI EXPERT. Sig Buchmayr
lection. Through the night there
sa y s: “ I smoke with my meals and after
was frantic search, which availed was a contestant, and made a fine1
I
wards, ’for digestion's sake ’ And I'll pick
nothing. Came the dawn and with it shewing.
Camels every time for flavor.”
the discovery that the missing piano I The Baptist Ladies' Circle meet.,
stood on a platform almost under Wednesday afternoon with Mrs E. E. i
Modern life often pushes us to the limit.
the noses of piano company and Ingraham.
A t such times e e p e c i a l l y , smoking Camels
airport officials. So two stalwart
is an aid to digestion. Camels help to ease
H B Williams caretaker at the
guards were placed over it until
tension and speed up the flow of digestive
Dcdge
Cottage,
will
be
the
speaker'
departure time of the next west
fluids —alkaline digestive fluids—that play
Wednesday
night
at
the
meeting
of
bound plane.
so vital a part in the way you enjoy food
I the Garden Club a t the home of Mrs.
• • •
and in the way foodagrees with you. Camels
Mary
Spear,
Camden
road.
Mr
Wil
City Life: The doors on the rear
are milder—an im|iortant |ioint with steady
car of a downtown Independent sub liams will use as subject “Lawns.'’
smokers. With their liner tobaccos, Camels
way line express refused to operate The meeting will begin at 8 o'clock
are gentle to your throat.
properly. At one of the way sta and an interesting program Is as
tions, evidently in response to a sured.
distress signal, a small and be
Mrs E. Stewart Orbeton is attend
spectacled, but efficient looking
(
1M7. B. J.
TgS. O> . W iaaM t S u a a N C
mechanician got aboard. After an ing the Flower Show in Boston this
inspection, he ordered the passen week.
SEE YOU ALL
gers to leave. Some did but others, I The monthly meeting of the Farm
being New Yorkers, showed their Bureau will be held March 16 at the
SPARK-PLUG of the Detroit Red
AT HISTORIC
independence by remaining in the home of Mrs Minetta Paul. It will
Wings is Herb Lewis. “ I keep an
EFHUS HALL
damaged car. That resulted in con
eagle eye on my digestion,” llerb
be an all-day session with Mrs Renu
-------------------- h -K
fusion at stations since the doors
says.
‘
‘Camels
top
off
a
good
meal.
’
’
didn't oprti. Worse yet, others Carroll and Mrs Maude Walker in
crowded in despite efforts of the charge of the dinner. The program
STREAKS DOWN a bob-run at
emergency man and train crew. Fi subject will be "Chair Caning."
60 in. p. h. Steel-nerved H a y m o n d
nally, One Hundred and Twenty-fifth
A f a c t o f in te r e tt to
Mrs. Edith Buzzell will be hostess
F . S t c c e n s says: ‘‘I enjoy the pleas
street was reached. There many to the Twentieth Century Club Fri
tm o k e n : C a m e L a re
ure of smoking to the full, knowing
who wanted to get off couldn't be day afternoon at her home on Ames
Camels never bother my nerves.”
m a d e f r o m f in e r ,
cause of the jam and thus were
M O R E E X P E N S IV E
carried clear down to Fifty-ninth bury Hill.
The O W Bridge Club meets this
T h e f a m o u s la u g h -m a k e r o f th e m o t ie a — ir r e p r e s s ib le J a c k
TO BACCOS—
street. More confusion ensued and
O a k i e i n p e r s o n — leads y o u t h r o u g h a f u l l - h o u r ’s ifuls e n 
it looked as if they’d go on to Forty- afternoon with Mrs Edith Bennett.
T u r k u h a n d D o m e it ic —
t e r t a i n m e n t . Im a g in e J ac k O u k ie r u n n i n g a c o lle g e ! D o n ’ t
second street. But some one yelled, Union street. Camden
m is s h i m o r h is s u p p o r tin g c a s t! B e n n y G o o d m a n 's “ S w i n g ’ *
th a n a n y o t h e r p o p u la r
B a n d ! H o l l y w o o d c o m e d ia n s a n d s in g in g s ta rs ! S p e c ia l
“ Pull that thing!" and a willing
Delmont Ballard was at home from
TURKISH CetHJMK&TlC
b ra n d .
c
o ll e g e a m a t e u r ta le n t e v e r y w e e k ! T u e s d a y s — 9:30 p m
■ Bl.'EMD —
hand twisted a lever. There was a Worcester. Mass, to spend the week
I s . I ..
p m < S. I . 7 Ml | . m M . ft. I .
p m P .f t. T . ,
k. c i g a r e t t e s
whoosh of air. The train stopped
o v e r W A B C -C o lu m b ia N e tw o r k .
end with his parents. Mr and Mrs.
and all in the crippled car poured
out. With that the emergency man Walter L. Ballard. He was accom
locked the doors and the train pro panied by his fiancee Miss Frances
ceeded with an empty car on the Leighton of Yarmouth.
end.
Charlton Daucett returned Satur
day from Manchester. N. H. where
Sounds like B'way: Dictionary of he passed a week with with his sister
musical comedy terms submitted by Mrs Everett Libby.
Ozzie Nelson: Acts, something you
II. N. Brazier makes the announce
VINALHAVEN
grind; Call boys, ringing bells that
WEST WASHINGTON
m
e n t this morning th at he Is not a
warn ships at sea; Cast, something
ight the i
i
Pearl Hibbert of Howard. R. I . is
you put your arm in after you break j candidate for re-election to the
At Union Church Sunday night
it; Chorus, a place where you play j school board
at his home for a week.
pastor Rev. N F Atwood gav
nave a
golf on; heroine, a bad drug taken
short talk, preceded by a praise serv
Mr. and Mrs Horace Cookson and
by bad people; principal, money
ice. with special hymns by the choir
Prompt Action Averts Fire
son
Allen
and
Mrs
Fannie
Northev
borrowed to back a show; scene,
and male quartet. At the midweek
An alarm at 3 o’clock yesterday alt- were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs
a river in France; warning buzzer,
prayer meeting the reading of Rob
the first Bronx cheer from the au ernoon called the Fire Departmen: cieo Bartlett,
ert Hardy's book, “Seven Days" will
dience; pit, a little thing you find to '.he poslofflce where a fire had
in oranges and peaches; baton, a started in the basement. Through 1 Mrs. Lina Bartlett visited Sunday
be continued.
■wiith her daughter Mildred in Port- !
total on which you get an average
Robert Littlefield and friend ar
the quick and efficient work of the ;
for baseball players; spot, some
land. Miss Bartlett is a student
rived
Saturday from Hartford for a
Fire
Company
the
blaze
was
quickly
’
thing on which an actor gets put
nurse at the Maine General Hospi
short vacation, with the former's p ar
when he isn't looking: bow, noise a extinguished with no serious damage
tal.
ents Mr and Mrs. Scott Littlefield
dog makes when it barks; usher, resulting.
noise you make when your nose
Recent visitors at the home of Mr.
Postmaster Hildred Rider was on
M. E. Landers visited Saturday in
tickles and everybody says, “God duty at the time and on noticing and Mrs Granville Turners were Mr.
Rcckland.
bless you,” after it.
smoke pouring through the register' and Mrs Frank Sheeney of Gardiner,
Fox Islanders 4-H Club met recent
quickly gave the alarm, and then Mr. and Mrs. William Hanson of
ly at the home of the assistant leader
Manhattan Glimpses: Jack Demp collected all records and money ana Whitefield. Mrs Morris Powell a ’(■
Mrs. Flora Brown. Games wer<
sey in the Green room of the Hotel locked them in the safe.
twa sons, and Mrs. Catherine Well
played, prizes going to Marion Tol
Edison still beseiged by autograph
For a time the smoke was very- man.
man. Refreshments were served O:t
hunters . . . At a nearby table,
the entertainment committee wer<
Leslie Howard apparently unnoticed dense going up the stairway to the
Mr. and Mrs. Edson Wellman and :
by other diners . . . Eleanor Holm tenements above, occupied by Ouy daughters. Elsie and Phyllis, ana Mr.
Mrs. Flora Brown and Norma Mac
dancing the rhumba with husband, Ordway on the second floor and ArDonald
and Mrs. Walter Withee were callers
Art Jarrett, at Dmitri's club Gaucho ' !hur Clough on the third floor.
Three's a crowd— and what a crowd!— when Tyrone Power leenter), LoMrs Etta Morton was hostess re 
last
Tuesday
in
Augusta
and ordering champagne . . . Kay
-tta
Young and Don Amechc romp together as the thrilling screen trio of
The building is owned by Leslie C.
cently to the Saturday Nighters.
Francis emerging from El Morocco
Love Is News,'* stream line romantic hit.— adv.
Mr. and Mrs. John Babb and two
Deane.
looking even lovelier than she does
An enter.tainment will be given
Al H ill and Gene Morgan are two of the small-fry rom ered by Paul Kellv
' children were callers Sunday at the
on the screen . . . Sylvia Sidney
March
18 in Union Church vestry
in
his
battle
against
crime,
dramatized
in
Columbia's
“Parole
Racket.''
Their
home of her parents Mr and Mrs.
hanging daintily on the arm of
Because he has just tricked her r In a flash the former newsgathAPPLETON
MILLS
arrest leads Kelly, ace detective, to the higher-ups who make possible the under the auspices of Union Church
Safford
in
Chelsea
George Jean Nathan as they arrive
nto another front-page story, heir- erer is news himself and Tyrone beI
abuse
of
the
parole
system.
Rosalind
Keith
is
seen
opposite
Kelly
as
a
news'
Circle
late at a premiere . . . J. P. Morgan
Word has been received from C ali-, Birdell Hibbert and Royal Hibber' paper sob-sister who aids him in his campaign.—adv.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Beggs returned ?ss Loretta Young swears revenge comes the target of a thousand linodining alone at Larue's.
In Vwe
fornia of the death of Benjamin
Were business callers last Tuesday in J
i Friday from Boston where Mr Beggs >n Tyrone Power, ace reporter for types and twice as many salesmen,
has been a patient at the Lahej he New York Daily Express iman- To force Loretta to admit the hoax,
Bright Minds; Students of one of Chaples, grandson of Mrs. Ju lia ' Augusta
iging editor: Don Amechei. Deter- he chases her out to the country only
the local universities sent out a flock Morse. No particulars were given ] Mr and Mrs. Walter Withee called
clinic.
of telegrams to stage, screen and His friends learned the news w ith! Saturday evening on Mr. and Mrs. I
The Knit-Wits meet tonight with mined that he shall know just how to find himself in an adjoining cell
it feels to be a newspaper "gold- when they are arrested for speeding,
radio stars informing each that he deep regret, as he was popular here. I Kendrick Light in Somerville.
Miss Enna Vinal.
or she was one of five who were to
flsh-in-a-bowl." with as little priRiotously confusing and amusing.
Miss Ruth Arrington has returned
Oeorge Whiting is confined to the
Capt Clinton Tecle has returned
rece've an M. A —master of amuse•acy as he allowed her, Loretta an- the story ascends to a stirring, madj home after a week's visit In Port- house with mumps.
from several weeks' visit with friends
me.it—degree at a Saturday night
neunces to the papers that she is cap climax in which the widely pubMrs. Cora Deering is ill.
clars function. The idea of course ' land.
in Philadelphia.
-ngaged to Tyrone, and adds that she lb.zed hoax becomes the private
The
Rebekah
Circle
met
Wednes
was that the stars would show up
Friends of John Leigher will be
Irven Stone and Oscar Waterman has presented him with a million truth as the modern pair find themto receive the award and being there day. being entertained by Mrs Annie
„
a„
w .U O
, n i glad to hear he is gaining. He Is a
of North Haven, were weekend guest1 c.ollars.
1selves really in love.
wou.d do their stuff. Thus a high Pease and Mrs Elizabeth Sprowl. One ,
#t
w M Bachu, Hospital
of Miss Beulah Gilchrist
class program at minimum cost. quilt was tacked and patchwork was
in Norwich. Conn., where lie under
Morton Downey, out of town at the j
work for'the afternoon,
Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge will presented a large handsomely deco-'
ISLE AU HAUT
went an arm amputation.
time, received one of the wires. He 1
meet tonight.
-ated cake. Ouests at this supper
The
senior
play.
"Tompkins
Hired
telegraphed back: “Sorry I can't
Charles E Robinson 79. died S atur
Mrs. William Benner, was hastes' were the musicians Leon Arey
accept. Have already received bids Man," will be presented Thursdayday at his home here. Mr Robinson
EAST LIBERTY
to the Washington Club Saturday George Swears. Ja ck Phillips and
from Oxford university for my Ph. night. The cast includes Eleanor ’
was the son of Spencer and Lydia
Griffin Natalie Mink. Carolyn Pease, j
night at her home
Walter Ingerson . Program numbers Robinson, and both men were life
D—doctor of fun."
® Bell Syndicate.—WNU Service.
Arnold Pitman, George Griffin, i Charles J. Smith is visiting his;
Mrs. Frank Colson entertained tin were: Vocal solo. Evelyn Patrick: long residents of this community.
reading, Pauline Sm ith; vocal solo. Deceased is survived by his wife,
Philip Keene and Benjamin Mitchell.' daughter Rosa Corson in Searsmont.
Non Eaters Wednesday.
A dance will follow the play.
{ Harry Burton and family have
Mrs Ned Kittredge and doughte: Eleanor Conway; jokes by the presi- j jilian iHamllion’ Robinson; one
Albania Hears the
Mrs. Ella Perry is ill. Her daugh- mOved to Bath
daughter, Mrs. Aubrey Greenlaw of
RU.th have returned from Rockland dent. Mrs E. C. M acintosh
R|jd Mrs Edgar Hartford of
Call; Gets Phones I ter. Mrs Belle Whittier of Rockport j
John Phillips has returned from Waterbury Conn.; a son. Everette;
where Ruth underwent an operalici
visited her recently.
Tirana, Albania. — They're
Portland, where he has been a pa- and SjX grandchildren. Funeral ser.»
i Camden visited Bunday at W. u
for aiipendicltis at Knox Hospital
thinking of putting Albania into
ices wjj] t,e ,lejd today at 1 o'clock.
1Grant's
The Neighborhood Club met Wed tient at the Marine Hospital
telephonic connection with the
William
Vicks
of
Montville
is
woiknesday with Mrs Charles Webster.
ASH POINT
rest of the world, after all these
ing for Elbridge Davis and boarding
Walter Lyford. Edward White. Fret'
years.
Swanson. Wendall Coombs, and Wen
Heretofore the department of
A grass fire which lasted about two at Clifton Marriner's.
Lewis Smith was a recent vuitor in
communications has seen no ne i hours, having started on the premises
dell Smith, returned Saturday from
cessity for introduction of effi
Whitinsville Mass
of F-arl Woodman, got out of control Bath.
RATES:
cient telephone service, feeling
Alice Brady and Guy Kibbee in “Mama Steps Gut."—adv.
The Sewing Club met Wednesday
yesterday and spread to the land of
Merle Ireland of Appleton was
J.nqle ’ 2 » S » 3 »
that the citizens of mountainous
to Y o u r hotel in B O S T O N
with Mrs. Aubrey Ames
Mr. Maloney and Mr. Newman and guest Sunday at George McLain's.
Albania wouldn't use telephones
0 ^ ,1 . I j H - t l M I I
Mrs. Austin Calderwood e n te r
on into the woods. Neighbors arid
residents to Camden Monday in the
if they had them.
EAGLE
Visitors at Elbridge Davis' home
All »OOMJ WITH BATS
tained her Sunday School Class S a t
school children helped in fighting the Sunday were Barclay Miller and fam
Red Wing
The practice here is to climb
500 R o o M J
StMial
a peak and shout over to a per
flames.
Shirley Bracey and Barbara Heald urday afternoon at her home Games
Mrs James Quinn has been called
ily, Lonnie Meservey and family and
son on another. The system is
were played and refreshments served
to Vinalhaven to care for her mothei have returned to Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Marriner
R A D IO
so good that news spreads over
Wood Libby of Stonington was a
The
Ladles'
Club
met
Wednesday
Mrs.
Slgvard
Beckman.
KIDNEYS °o“T FUNCTION?
SERVIDOR
Ivan Davis and Harlan Davis weie
the entire nation in a few hours.
recent
guest
of
Mr
and
Mrs,
Irving
afternoon
with
Mrs.
Bracey.
Earl Brown and Wilburt Gove were
TU B ’-.SHOWER
Thomaston visitors Sunday.
O R the relief o f m in o r k id n ey irreg u la ri
Fifield.
in Sunset and Stonington on busi
ties D r. Pierce's A -n u ric T ablets have
The marriage of Mrs. Gertrude 8. ness recently.
Frank Youngquist returned S atu r
been found very beneficial. T h e action of
ATLANTIC
Colby of this place and Heroert
th is stim ulant diuretic in flus h in g the k id 
day from Westerly. R. I
Edgar Quinn fell from the haymow
According to the income tax re neys, d iluting acid, and relieving irritatio n
•» •!••• L _
Skinner of Framingham took place of his barn recently but suffered no
has given relief to men and women in
I adles of the G.A R met Friday
School clased Feb. 26. these chil
turns 33 citizens had an income of every
*’
NORTH
S
T
A
T
IO
N
State in the Union. T a k in g a cup of
dren receiving honors. Not absent night. Supper was served by Mae
• < 5 T E P - f r t m y o u r T R A IN * f t R O O M
$1,000 000 or more in 1934. In 1929, h o t'w a te r and “ A -n u ric ” afte r every meal Feb. 22 at the home of the bride in ill effects other than lameness.
should bring rem arkable im provem ent. Buy
the
of the immediate family
— presence
Mr. and Mrs. Erland Quinn and during the term Althea Joyce. Har- Lawry. Beulah Drew, Oertrilde Hail
518 of them paid taxes on incomes of your druggist now. T a b le ts 65c & $1.35.
The ceremony was performed y famjjy have remOved to their own rls Orcutt; spelling, Sherman Joyce, and Ola Ames. In honor of her
il the symptom blan k w hich is in the
of more than a million. But soon A -nM uaric
package and send a sample of urine
Eva /Staples and Arthur Colbeth birthday anniversary Department
after that they woke up.—Indianapo fo r free analysis to D r. Pierce s C lin ic, 665 Rev. Harold W. Nutter. Mr. and Mrs i home
M a in St., Buffalo, N . Y .
Skinner
will
reside
here.
‘
Erland
Quinn
took
a
group
of
local
The spring term opens March 22.
State President Mrs Ola C. Ames was
lis News.;

hfekt

N /G H r ./-
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guests Saturday night of Mr. and had been visiting her niece Miss Mrs. Blanche Lermond, Mrs. "Dorothy
Mrs. Fred E. Twiss in Lawrence. Jeannette McGrail. Miss McGrail Libby, and Miss Helen Stetson.
A d v e rtis e m e n ts I n t h is c o lu m n n o t
came with her. returning home Sun
Peter Mills. Jr., of Bowdoin College
exceed th re e lln e e In s e rte d once fo r
Mrs. Ada Sleeper and Miss Della Mass.
’
cen
ts, th r e e tim e s ( o r 50 cents.
A d d11.
l
Miss Lucille Dolliver has returned day. Mrs. Hanley is making her and his roommate. David Walden of
Mathews of Portland motored here
tlo n a l lin e s f iv e c e n ts each (o r o n e tim e
10
c
en
ts
fo
r
th
r
e
e
tim
e
s
.
S
ix
w
ords
Milton. Mass . and Miss Bette Fuller
Sunday accompanied by Miss Eliza to the Teacher's State College in home for a time at The Elms.
m a k e a lin e .
beth Killeren who will visit her sis Fitchburg. Mass., after spending a
Mrs. Bowdoin L. Grafton enter- of Bath were dinner guests Sunday of
K » * « * * * * * * * * * » * lt
weeks
vacation
with
her
parents
Mr.
♦
ters Mrs. George Phillips and Miss
tained at contract Thursday night ^ rs Amos Stone Mills at her home
I
end Mrs Garfield O. Dolliver.
Ruth Killeren.
Mrs. William T. Flint who won first on MaiR street.
A
Capt. Fredrig Nicodemisen of F air- | prizc Mjss c la ra Spcar and Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Weston Young were
w w CONE CLEANED
* .............................................................
CAMDEN
hostess a t a party given Saturday- haven. Mass , who is having the fish- , Arthur j n l ,ot consolation Lunch| TRUCK chain lost Thursday night at i
Miss
Genice
Noyes
and
Reginald
! Old Depot crossing. RANDALL JONES.
night to Mr. and Mrs. Orvell Wil erman Elizabeth N. built at the , eon was served by the hostess.
Greenlaw both of Stonington, were
Thomaston______________________ 28*30
liams. Mr. and Mrs. Edward Dornan Morse Boat Building Corp., was in
Principal L. C. Sturtevant has re- an ,ted in marriage
at 130
In Eastern bay a green dauble end- ■
and Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Emery of town Saturday on business.
I ceived a letter from the University at , he home of Mr and
er row boat lost marked Str. Sophia: j
The Friendly Club will have a of Marne. sUting that Wiljo M Lin- w Jamies0„ Elm street
notify
CAPT. CARVER. "Lighter Sophia" 1
Rockland. Prizes were awarded Mr.
Wjn.
Rockland________________________27*29 j
• It’s easy to regulate . . . a change of the
cooked food sale Friday at 2:30 at dell '40; Paul W. Morgan '37 and 1
Dornan and Mrs. Williams.
| BLACK and U n hound found at
TESTED STOCK. R. I. REDS. Barred
field Witham. pastor of the First
Frederick Jeolous and William Seavey's Store. All members are j Rlcbard
damper and it burns at any speed desired.
Spear "37 are on the Congregational Church officiated
Thomaston. Maine Owner may have Rocks and Hall-Cross strain day-old
same by paying for his keep and this 1tested pullets. CARL NELSON, Tel.
Young of Concord. N. H., both asked to furnish. The committee Deans List for the Spring semester,
i ad. If not claimed by March 13. 1937 , 714-W. 310 Llmerock St
28-tf
All unburnable impurities have been re
„f Ac. and the single ring service was used
students of Bowdoin college were consists of Miss Cora Fogarty and I A ,,.tter from 0enU
|
dog will be sold at auction. LEWIS
", ” 7
.
. 7
The
bride
was
a
classmate
of
Miss
HASTINGS.
Humane
Officer.
18
Gay
I
YOUR
one
opportunity
to
get
Maine
a
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Miss Nellie Gardner.
counting, states that John Singer 32 Virginia Jamieson, daughter of Mr.
moved
from
D.
&
H.
Anthracite—
it
is
ac
' St . Place. Rockland. Maine
28-30 superior chicks Open dates limited, so
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sheffield are
| place your order now. Prices most
Lionel Jeolous.
—** reasonable Call and see our chicks a
and Mrs. Robert Jamieson, at Oak
Rodney
Mr. and Mrs. Percy E. Demmons receiving congratulations on th e ) CommlssJoner
curately sized and rigidly inspected— that
I hatch every Tuesday. Also complete line
Grove
Seminary
and
graduated
in
I of poultry equipment, special discount
and daughter Mildred returned Sun birth Saturday of a daughter
j Charles s ta r r e tt stanlev CujWng,
1 to customers
Demand Oil-O-Stat,
1936.
is
why
you
can
be
certain
of
constant,
uni
day from a six weeks vacation spent
Mrs. George Hanley arrived S atu r- Bowdoln Oraflon and Robert Libby
world's largest selling brooder stove,
Andrew Sides is guest of his uncle.
sets new highs for safety, convenience
in St. Petersburg. Fla. They were 1day, from Dover. N. H.. where she attended the Democratic Victoryform heat.
and economy. Maine Pioneer Hatchery.
Andrew Sides in Boston, where he
Union. Me . A. C. HAWES. Prop
26-38
Dinner held Thursday in Portland. has employment.
PAYING guests wanted: board or
rooms without board at LITTLE GUEST
CHICKS nnd hatching eggs from
•
Order
a
ton
toay!
Mrs. Amanta Maki has returned
Megunticook Encampment I.O.OF
HOUSE. 16 Gleason St . Thomaston.
pullorum clean Reds for sale. E C.
from the Knox Hospital where she has been invited to Waterville Fri-1
I ________________________________ 27*32 TEAGUE. Warren. Tel 13-42
24-38
underwent a surgical operation.
‘ PATIENTS wanted at Rest Haven. 105
BARRED Plymouth Rocks, hatching
day night for work. This lodge re
I Llmerock St.. Tel. 1293. EVA AMES
eggs and day old chicks. ALBION WOTMr and Mrs. Douglas Vinal. who cently won the silver cup in Belfast
29*31 TON. Friendship.
26-tf
have been on a three day trip to in a contest for the best exemplifi
FR^MCTICAU
nurse
wantq
position.
Calais returned home Thursday.
BEATRICE THOMPSON. 534 Old County
cation of the degree, against the Pe
Rd. City.
29*31
Friends regret to learn the death.
CLEMENTS REDS AND
nobscot Encampment of this citylast Sunday of Chester Johnson of Any
wishing transporUtion
| COMPANION and housekeeper wanted i
CROSSBREDS
' Tel 468 or write PRANK H. INGRAHAM
ROCKLAND, ME.
Evanston. 111. Mr. Johnson is sur- should confer with Chief Patriarch
519 MAIN ST.
Rockland.
28-tf
Bound
to
pay. Sired by males pedi
vived by his wife Eugenie Henry- John P. Leach, as soon as possible
i MAN. reliable, to become an autogreed from 240 egg hens for 3 gen
Johnson. daughter of Eugene Henry,
I mobile and accident claim adjuster In
erations. Grow fast, feather well, lay
Mr. and Mrs Fred Dean and Mr
I) Tune in Landt Trio and If
your territory. Insurance experience unformerly of this town.
heavily. Maine Pullorum Clean. 30
and Mrs. Charles Beckett leave by
uv
No selling. Write ASSOCI
C j Col. Jim Healey—NBC Red V J
Grace Chapter O.ES. will honor
years experience. Get our Catalog—
ATED ADJUSTERS. Box 767-L Milwau
11 Network, Sundays, S to 2 30. II
motor Wednesday, for Cambridge
kee.
Wls.________________________
29*
It
th a t’s the Maine idea. CLEMENTS
past Matrons and Patrons at the
Mass., where they will be guests of
I GIRL. 18 or 19 yrs.. wanted to work , BROS. FARMS, Winterport, Maine.
meeting* Wednesday. Supper will be
I
In
family
of
4
Good
home,
private
room.
11-tf
the former's son. Otis Dean, a stu
403
14 per week Should be fond of children,
served at 6:30 by Mrs Blanch Vose.
dent at the Oxford College of Busi
i Write MRS LOUIS RATSEY. 220 Gov
ernors Ave . Medford. Mass
29-31
ness Administration.
USED hogsheads, barrels, kegs, for sale
Mr. and Mrs A. S Prince have re
Olive casks 150 gallons. Salmon casks 100
SHENANDOAH
gallons. Mackerel and herring barrels
turned from a trip to Boston.
and kegs.
Heads dropped Inside if
The eagerly awaited contest in the
W o o d -b u r n in g brooder sto ves ; a m p le
desired. Already to forward. Also In the
Market to buy drums. HENRY A
exemplification of the patriarchal
h e a t f o r coldest w eath er, co s t less to
THORNDIKE. Newport. R. I
15-40
r u n a n d ta k e less ca re t h a n co a l
degree between the Penobscot and
EARN BIG MONEY in your spare time,
Megunticook Encampments was held
Knowlton street for $150 each, one to booking orders for our guaranteed Roses. brooders. B u rn green w o o d . Used
(Continued from Page One)
and
sold
by
CLEM ENTS
BROS.
Fruita, etc Big spring season
Thursday night in Belfast Odd Fel
Curtis Weed and the other to Hale Shrubs.
FARM S,
W in te rp o rt,
M a in e .
A sk
luat starting Experience and Investment
6 000 Handley.
lows' hall. The judges were Myrick Interest on town debt.
unnecessary. HEATH NURSERIES. Man
th e m
f o r f u r th e r i n f o r m a t io n a n d
chester, Conn.
29* It
• • • 12.000
A Gerry of Portland. Grand High Town debt,
prices.
1 1 -tf
Priest; C. Ralph Fitch of Waterville. Fire Department.
5.000
Hope Town Meeting
Grand Senior Warden: and Vernon Hydrant service.
5.200 A neighborly spirit of peace and
C. Flint of Old Town. Grand Junior I Street lighting.
4.101 good will was noticeable in Hope a;
(4
Warden. They awarded the cup Street cleaning,
700 the town fathers gathered to regulate
2 000 the community's affairs over another
after the degrees were conferred, to Public Library.
PERSONAL—Alice: Will you dance
Megunticook Encampment of Cam- Arey-Heal Post A. L , Memotwelfthmonth. Largely attended, the with me next Wednesday night. I
a pair of FLORSHEIMS at
den. The degree staff of the win- ' rial Day expense,
100 meeting ran along smoothly to an bought
BLACK INC, TON'S today so my shoes
HAY for sale or exchange for llveners included Winfield S. Richard! Repair and construction of $ide- early finish deftly handled by Elmer won't squeak anymore John
28-lt 1Stock PETE EDWARDS. 271 Llmerock
RELIABLE Spiritual Reading VSu I St _7>1_ M6-T___________________ 29*32
the degree master. George E. Nichols
walks.
1000 True, moderator.
may ask 16 questions 25c and stamp
HOUSE, six rooms and bath, hot water
L. L Andersqp. George H Heal. Da- Mothers' Aid.
600 Election of officers had these re G A A JONES Bluehlll Falls. Me
heat, garage Lot 63x80 ft.. 19 Franklin
27*39 a t . Tel. 186-R . Rockland.
20-tf
200 sults: Clerk. Ellen Ludwig: selectmen.
vid A Nichols, Warren H M erchant.! Veterans' Aid,
WATCHMAKER-watches, clocks, anUSED cabinet Radios In good playing
Warren B Conant. Raymond F. Dow Outstanding bills
200 M B Bowley. N. F. Pease and F. H
tlquea. all kinds, repaired Call and condition $5 to $25 $1 down. $1 per week
David W. French. Bert Pierson. Nor- j Bonds for treasurer and tax
29-31
Morse: treasurer and
collector. deliver. S. ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23 Tel 708 MAINE MUSIC CO.
' - HOT p^mt" electric stove for «le,
man E Fuller. Herbert W. Keller
collector.
75 Thomas Winston; school committee Amesbury S t. Rockland. Tel.
— three burners. used very little. Good
20C , for three years. Hazel H art; cunand Bert E. Fletcher.
L A D IE S — R e lia b le h a ir goods a t R o c k - tra d e f o r cash C H E S T E R H
SPEAR.
, Protection of shade trees,
S t. Mall
M ■ ordera
— — ' w arren
Hair Store. 24 Elm 8t.
29-31
The Deering High School basket- Temporary loans not to exceed $50.-100 stable£ Th0mao Wlnston. Arthur F sland
o lic ite d . H . C R H O D E S . T e l. 519-J.
— — — -------------------- ----------— —
— -—
26-tf
PONTIAC coupe. August 1935. Low
ball team which defeated Camden Lease and care of town dump.
800 Hart: road commissioners. H. A. Hart.
—— — —
— mileage; good condition. A. J. ELLIOT.
High in the Bates tournament, won Sewers and catch basins.
1200 Frank Grassow and R C. Pearse
j Thomaston.______________________ 27*29
the championship defeating Port- Maintenance of third class
j QUILT pieces, beautiful percale and
The office of road commissioner was ___________ Legal Notice
p r in t
c lip p in g s .
Best qualities,
our
b n d High in the finals 19 to 11
roads
800 the sole occasion for a contest. R. C.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
popular bundle (equals 16
yds.) PostCamden's defeat does not seem sa Improvement of section of
WHEREAS.John and Vita Gulstln
paid SI LAWSON TEXTILE CO.. 9 Aster
Pearse winning in competition with both of Rockland. County of Knox and street. Providence R I.
28*30
bad in view of that.
State Aid road,
$2,931
Ed. Ludwig who received nine vote, State of Maine, by their mortgage deed
HOUSE
Just
out
of
city
for
sale;
8
dated October 26. 1934. recorded in the J
Public beach
200
and T B Noyes, whose total was Knox Registry of Deeds. Book No. 241. rooms. 2 baths, heat, garage Ideal for
AT THE CAPITOL
j To participate in Federal
$u.
vuxx.vvvw
vu
c.x
vzwx.summer
home.
Write
A.
M
.
CourierPage 167. conveyed to the Home Ownseven.
(Continued from Page Three i
ers' Loan Corporation, a corporation
28 30
________________________________
Works projects.
$3,000
The appropriations:
duly established under the laws of the
1921 Marmon sedan for sale, model 70.
Both measures provided for a tax Advertising natural resources
200
States of America, having its excellent condition: never used winters;
Schools. $2700; repairs to school United
office and principal place of business low mileage. Bargain. See at Fireproof
of one percent of taxable incomes up Traffic lights.
276
buildings. $250; support of poor. $500: In Washington. District of Columbia, the Oarage. DR A F. GREEN. Camden
25
27*29
to $1,003; 2 percent on incomes be Lighting arch on Union street
following described real estate situated
snow removal. $500; common roads In Rockland, in said County of Knox
FURNITURE
lor
sale,
party
moving
tween $1,003 and $2,003; 3 percent on Resurfacing western side of
and patrol maintenance. $4100; State and State of Maine:
MRS ESTHER A LEVI. 228
‘ Beginning on the northwest corn • away.
those between $2,000 and $3,000 and
Main street, beginning at
Aid road construction. $1066; (torn
er of land formerly owned by 1Main St . Tel 733-M_____________ 27*29
Tannery Lane and extend
4 percent on amounts more than
MAN'S fine, heavy black broadcloth
Thomas Colson, at stake and stones;
expenses. $300; town officers, $800;
coat, m ink lined. Persian lam b collar,
thence southerly by said land about
$3,000.
ing to Central street.
1.200
value $500. Someone can have a great
eighty <801 feet to Cobb's house lot.
street lights. $150.
bargain, for $125. Inquire a t CourierAnother income tax bill, introduced Widening and rebuilding H ar
to stake and atones; thence westerly
A special committee of eight was
Gazette office.
152-tf
by
said
house
lot
about
seventyden avenue.
150
by Representative Stephen of Dres
five (75) feet to Veazie's house lot
appointed to study the advisability
USED Automobile Parts—motors for
to stake and atones: thence norther
rebuilding
den. “by request" would tax net Widening and
boats. New parts at a savings. All parts
of building a schoolhouse at Hope
ly by said Veazie's lot about eighty
sold on Money-Back Guarantee. AUTO
individual incomes and corporation
Highland
avenue from
:30) feet to a road at stake and
SAVE YARD. INC.. 1887 River S t . Hvde
Corner and report at a later date.
stones; thence easterly by said road ! Park, Mass
Chestnut street to Harry
152*38
franchises 2 percent.
about seventy five (75) feet to first
Comprising this committee are: E N.
Joy residence.
350
The committe also will hear a bill
mentioned bounds, together with the I VICTROLA with records for sale,
Hobbs, chairman; Josie Robbins, sec
j Walnut, console style, excellent condlbuildings thereon.
requiring barbers to pass an exam Surfacing with gravel right
WHEREAS, the condition of sald tlon: very reasonable. Call 793-W after
retary; Thomas Winston. Roy Hobbs.
4 p m
148*tf
of way to Sherman s Point
1.000
ination and become registered, and
Mortgage Is broken:
Lura Norwood, Clifton Robbins. Hazel
Now. therefore, by reason of the breach
SIX-ROOM HOUSE lor sale, good locaand rebuilding
licensing all barber shops. The Widening
of
the
condition
thereof,
the
said
Home
tlon
$1600
;
8-acre
farm,
good
building
Hart and Charles Lord.
Owners' Loan Corporation, by Elisha $R0O; 70-acre farm, good buildings $1600.
Gould street.
500
license fee would be $5 the first year
• • • •
W Pike. Its Attorney thereunto duly 1 Any of these for small paym ent down,
Widening and rebuilding Spring
and $3 for subsequent years.
authorized by Its power of attorney balance as rent V. F. 8TUDLEY, Tel.
Owl's Head Town Meeting
• • • •
dated October 1, 1936. and recorded In 1 1154. 283 Main St.
26-tf
street and Harden avenue
With
35
articles
to
be
acted
upon
the Knox County Registry of Deeds.
„ ggrt
„ „ r,gh. . , nr
Pending legislation on the taking
from Mountain street to
313 claln?S ■ f° reclo!"Jr<' let for the season Phone us. Rockland
the meeting started off with an B/ >>k|a49
of clams in South Thomaston con
of said mortgage, and gives this notice gg0 STONINGTON FURNITURE CO
end of tarred surface on
unanimous vote for George Sprague for th a t purpose
(
2g.t (
cerns the following resolve pre
Harden avenue.
1.000 to act as moderator and in a simiDated this sixth day of March. A. D
sented by Representative Elliot of
---------------------------------------------------------------------------A decrease of $233 over the apmanner
EUcna FliseUe w u 1937
HOME OWNERS' LOAN CORPORATION
Thomaston:
By Elisha W. Pike
|
propriations of last year were shown chosen town c]erk.
29-T-35 i
"Resolved: T hat the c o m m is s io n e r |rthe tota, monieR voted $130 855
f
The
solitary
contest
of
the
day
was
of sea and shore fisheries be. and The town report met with only one
♦
I
over the election of a first selectman.
hereby is directed to issue a rule and protest.
unfurnished
Harold Jones received 59 and Herbert
legulation forbidding any person not
It was voted under Article 34 to
The following committee on Ways
to let heat light and water.
a resident or tax payer of the town appropriate funds necessary to en Montgomery 48 Dana Knowlton and Bridges will give a public hearing In its Adults only. 14 Orange S t . Tel. 578-W
28*30
of South Thomaston, in the county title the town to State Aid Bitumin George Haskell were unanimously rooms at the State House In Augusta.
WEDNESDAY. MARCH 19 at 2 P M
FURNISHED second-floor heated apart
elected
second
and
third
selectmen,
of Knox, to dig clams within the ous surface treatment will be applied
On the following: S. P. 377—iL. D. 618 ment to let. 14 Masonic St.
29*31
limits of said town Any person tak tc State Aid roads built within the respectively.
h8v“in^rnJimiPX 7 l rR»rrr,vr,ROadS STORE ’0
44
St '
H 7 I sm in
8 t oio7ge H ' ROCKLAND GRAIN CO . 46 Park St
Other officials elected unanimously
ing clams contrary to the provisions past five years, money for same to
1395 In favor of Town of Hope 28-29 j -------- ----------------------------------------------of this rule and regulation shall be be taken from the joint State Aid were Ralph Phllbrook as treasurer P. The
following committee on Claims
FIRST floor furnished apartm ent to
and tax collector, and Mrs. Ellena will give a public hearing in Its rooms ! let In Laurlette. $40 per m onth. Tel. 405.
punished for each offense by a fine account.
at
the
State
House.
In
Augusta.
28-tf
Dyer, member of the school com
ol not more than $25. or by imprison
MARCH 12. at 2 P M
F R ID A Y
Dissent and approval mingled
S W E E T M I X E D P I C K L E S .............................
HEATED rooms to let with or without
mittee.
H P. 1242 Rvaolve to Reimburse the)
kltch
prlvllege5 II desired.
ment for not more than 30 days, or when Article 38 came up for con
f0r Burl8‘
P 28aM Central location. Tel. 1067-J.
27*29
The following appropriations were 17*5,,
both such fine and imprisonment.”
for Winthrop Lane.
sideration. It read. “To see what
SEVERAL unfurnished
apartments,
• • • •
made;
four to seven rooms, to let; desirable
Lincoln E. McRae Rockland se sum of money the town will vote to
- S u n ,s h in e '
Common schools, $1900; school re
FIDELITY AND DEPOSIT COMPANY
locations; rent reasonable. Tel. 1159
OF MARYLAND
24-tf
curities dealer said supervision of se raise in preparation of assessors' pairs. $330; school text books. $160;
plans."
The
article
was
passed
over.
Baltimore,
Md.
> 7
HOUSE to let at 43 Pacific St.; newly
curities sales could properly remain
school
supplies,
$100;
High
School
ASK YOUR GROCER FOR
• papered and painted throughout; oneASSETS DEC 31. 1936
The Fire Department will be im
under the State Banking Department
tuition, $1200; current expense, $1500; Real Estate ......................... $2,357,300 00 1pipe furnace, lights. References reF R E E B O O K L E T WITH
Cfnqlish Stqk Biscuits
proved
by
new
equipment
to
consist
26-tf
2 - 4 T E M P T IN G R E C IP E S
rather than a new board of exami
95.000 00 1qu’red. Tel. 291-Y7
care and construction of sidewalks. Mortgage Loans
and Bonds ............. 16.400.362 25
FIVE-room apartment a t 253 Camden
ners proposed in a legislative bill. of a 530-gallon pumping engine, $50; care and construction of roads Stocks
Cash In Office and Bank . 1.719.837 97 | St., hot water heat. Bath, lights, gagage,
The bill provided that the board, mounted on a fire truck of standard and bridges including tarring Ocean Agents' Balances ............. 1,571.435 79 garden patch, $18 month. MRS. FROST,
and Rents
49.238 68 • Tel. 3ift-W
26-tf
chosen from among those actively make, this to replace a Reo machine avenue. $700; care of poor, $1503; Interest
All other Assets
57.694 28
P IL L S B U R Y P A N C A K E F L O U R
PKG 1 0c
FURNISHED heated apartm ent to let.
now
in
use.
This
question
met
with
engaged in the securities business,
two
rooms,
bath.
$5
week.
FOSS
HOUSE
mothers' aid. $1530; insurance, $110;
Gross Assets .................. $22,250,868 97
tf
should exajnine salesmen in their opposition and queries but eventual lights. $342; officers’- salaries, $753; Deduct Items not admitted
410,170 70 Tel. 330. 77 Park St.
Mad* by Sunshine
ly
achieved
a
“Yes"
vote.
knowledge of the business.
S T E R L IN G F I G B A R S
LBS 2 3 c
Balters
third class road maintenance, $141;
Admitted ......................... $21,840,698 27
Articles 44 pertaining to installing
McRae opposed the bill in a hear
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1936
State Aid road coil‘.ruction, $1066;
a
street
light
on
High
street
in
front
ing last week. Favoring it were Vir
Net Unpaid Losses ........... $5,980,359 33
bituminous
surface
treatment
for
CREAM C O R N STARCH
Premiums ............ 6.382.26336
PKG 1 0 <
gil F. McGorrill, president of the of Pettapiece Hospital, and 54. to State Aid roads. $70?; school nursing. Unearned
All other Liabilities .......... 1 936.946 23
Cash Capital
2.400.000 00
Maine Investment Dealers Associa build a sidewalk on Highland avenue, $36.
Surplus over all Liabilities 5.141.130 35
tion. and Edward E Chase. Carl K. were passed over. No action was
• • • »
CONFECTIONERY—DOMINO
Total Liabilities and Sur
Ross and Thomas M Huston. Port taken on Article 57. to re-establish
C u s h in g T o w n M e e t i n g
plus .................................... $21,840,698 27
1 lb 4 w
land securities dealers
McGorrill and accept the Russ road from the
SUGAR .
.
.
JST E N T O S T A T IO N S WEEI or WLBZ
The Cushing town meeting was
D. H. GLIDDEN Agency,
PKGS
Hosmer
Pond
road
to
the
Rockport
Vlnalhaven. Me
said the standard of the business
postponed to March 22 because the
/O R " M A R J O R I E M IL L S H O U R ",
26-T-32
VICK'S
would be raised by the proposed law. Town Line.
town reports. w*ere not printed in
WARREN FARMERS’ MUTUAL EIRE
fJ T o
U s P r i n t in g is m o r e t h a n
TUESDAY, M A R C H 9 th an d THURS
Tlie
town
voted
to
change
the
McRae said his firm had "neither
INSURANCE COMPANY
time. B. S. Geyer was elected mod
C O U G H D R O P S 2 pkgs1 7 c
j u s t p u t t in g w o r d s i n t o t y p e .
Warren, Maine.
name
of
Harden
Avenue
from
Cap
I
the
time
nor
the
funds
to
educate
D A Y , M A R C H 11th at 1 .1 5 P .M ., FOR
erator.
I t is t h e c r e a tio n o f a w o r k o f a r t ,
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1936
• • • •
.salesmen the way the proponents tain Husby s residence to Megunti
HAVE YOU TRIED THE NEW
Cash In office nnd bank
$4,299 46 b a i t a s im p le l i t t l e a n n o u n c e m e n t
N A T IO N -W ID E STORES M E N T IO N .
cook street to make this a part of
L i n c o l n v i ll e T o w n M e e t in g
o r a n e la b o r a t e b o o k le t .
Hence
want them to be.
BORAXO
.
.
a CAN 1 7 c
$4,299 46 w e t a k e a ll th e p r id e o f a n a r t i s t
"We specialize in a few securities Spring street. It was voted to con
At the annual town meeting yes Gross cash assets .............
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1936
in h is c r a f t , in e a c h j o b ; a n d t h a t
j and we do want our men to know struct a sidewalk on the East side of terday $15,986 was appropriated and
Net cash assets .................
$4,299 46 i t t h e s e c re t o f t h e s u p e r l a t i v e
those things which they should and Central street from Trim street to these officers were elected: J. 8. Mul Premium notes subject to
q u a lity
o f T h e C o u r ie r * G a z e tte
assessment ......... -.............
17.501 75
do know; he said. "However. I do Cross street To Bisbee street between len. moderator: H. A Miller, town Deduct
P r in t in g .
all assessments and
payments .............................
1.750 18
not believe they should be required to Blake and Mill streets, was accepted. clerk; Warren A Pitcher. Allen M.
It was voted to authorize the se Morton. Colin Coombs selectmen;
have a knowledge of a general line
Balance due on premium
$15,751 57
of securities in which tliey da not lectmen to sell two lots of land con Myra Belle Russ, school board: John
VIRGIL E HILLS. Secretary
taining one-quarter acre each on W, MacLeod, treasurer and collector
deal.”
29-T-35

THOMASTON

In E verybody’s C olum n: ......... ............
S ! EGGS AND CHICKS ;

Right Now
You Need

D&H

♦ LOST A N D FOUND

A N TH R A C ITE

W ANTED

w

SALAM

TEL. 487

M. B. & C. 0 . PERRY

D elicious, Satisfying

TEA

YESTERDAY’S TOW N MEETINGS

MISCELLANEOUS

»
♦

-FOR
- - - - - -SALE
------

«
» * —t,•

TO LET

L egislative N otices

HYDRO*

29<

„„„

R IP P L E D W H E A T

2 w‘“ l9c

17C

N A T IO N -W ID J -

S E R V IC E

GROCERS

The Courier - Gazette

Every-Other-Day

O N E OF 1 9 3 7 's G R E A T E S T

BUYS!

IMETHEBESEC CLUB
Has |DelightfuI Afternoon
Listening To Prof. Coffin
Read His Own Poems

ETY
Mrs. Vivian Hewett will be chair
man of the circle" supper at the Con
gregational vestry tomorrow night
She will be assisted by Mrs. Robert
Jewell, Mrs. J. C. Bradstreet. Mrs.
Victor Ramsdell, Mrs. H. A. Buffum. |
Miss Ada Young, Mrs. Cleveland !
j Sleeper, Jr., Mrs. Seymour Cameron.
. Mrs. Earle Perry. Miss Eleanor Bird.
Leonard Sidelinger of Nobleboro, Miss Frances Chatto. Mrs. George j
and Kent Stanley of this city are Wood and Mrs. John Rcssnagel.
spending the week in New Jersey, and
New York city .
Mrs. Bessie Haraden was in the city
recently, coming for the purpose ol |
Mrs. Anna Nelson Is visiting her participating in Past Presidents' night. !
daughter. Mrs. Nora Roach, at at Edwin Libby Relief Corps.
Smyrna Mills.
Mrs. A. W. Smith who has been
Miss Mabel Holbrook was hostess to
very sick in bed the past five weeks
the History Study Group Friday a ft
is improving and able to sit up a
ernoon at her home on Camden short time each day. Miss Alice Hall
street. The subject for study and
is caring for her.
discussion
was
"Beginnings
of
France" with Miss Ellen Cochran as
Miss Alberta Robinson of Portland, j
leader. The next meeting will be
a frequent visitor in the home of Mr
held at the home of Mrs. Sadie Leach. and Mrs. H A. Buffum, Grove street i
North Main street.
is chairman for the lecture "The R e - 1
Miss Irene Simmons of Warren was surgence of Germany" to be given by
a weekend guest of Mrs. J. J. Lcven- Mrs. Morrill Hamlin Wednesday
morning for the benefit of the State
saler.
Street Afternoon Guild of her home
Nancy, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. city.
Fmery Howard was operated upon for
Knox Hospital Alumnae Association
appendicitis Monday morning at
meets Wednesday at 1.30 at the Bok
Knox Hospital.
Home for Nurses with special busi
Tire Sunday Scnool members of ness.
Mrs. Rankin's class gatherea at her
home Friday night to lay plans foFriends of Mrs. Scott Kittredge will
this year.
These officers were regret to learn that she had to u n 
chosen: President, Ruth Pendleton; dergo a second operation last Wed
vice president. Kathleen Harriman; nesday at New England Hospital in
secretary. Marv Richards.
The Boston, and is quite ill.
executive board will serve as business
and social committees.
William Ripley, formerly of Rock
land, has recenily been promoted to
Dr. and Mrs H J. Weisman are manager of a First National market
having a weeks vacation in New York. in Skowhegan
W. L. Blackington who has been
ill at the home of his daughter. Mrs.
William W Graves, Malden. M ass,
has returned to his home at The
Highlands.
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Mrs Walter Chaples was hostess to
Monday Niters at her home on Lisle
street. Mrs. Forest Hatch received
first award, second going to Mrs.
Robert Demuth. and low to Mrs. Lau
rence Mills.

$

OMLV
6 2 .9 5

H e re i i m arvelous perform ance
a n d luxurious b e a u ty , a t a n a m a z 
in g ly lo w cost! R C A M e t a l Tubes
pro vid e
s u p e r-q u ie t
o p e ra tio n ,
thrilling to n e a n d g reater short
w ave e ffic ie n c y ! G E N U IN E w o rld 
w id e re c e p tio n ! 1 ! " D y n a m ic
S p eaker; N e w E d g e -L ig h te d C o lo r
D ia l;M u s ic -S p e e c h C o n tro l; A u t o 
m atic T o n e C o m p e n s a tio n ; P h o n o 
graph C o n n e c tio n . A s k fo r R C A
V IC T O R M O D E L

H

6K3.

M O D E L 5 T 6 - A IMIs (wonty In
jpea ra nce and a wonder for perform
ance’ Smart new w oodt; Dynamic Speaker;
New-Type Read-Easy D ia l; Automatic Tone Com
pensation; Phonograph Connection. A real bargain.
M a d e to fit the standard bookshelf. A n ideal " e itra " rodio
that would be welcona in any home. Come In and »ee H.

EASY TERMS
LIBERAL ALLOWANCE
ON YOUR OLD RADIO

The Methebesec Club for its annual
Past Presidents' Afternoon and an
nual guest day was privileged to pre
sent one of Maine's most distinguished writers. Robert P. Tristram
Coffin, in a reading of his own
poems. Miss Ellen Daly, in her
charming introduction, referred to
Mr. Coffin as a graduate of Prince
ton College, a Rhodes Scholar at
Trinity, a former faculty member of
Wells College, Aurora. N. Y., and a
faculty member of Bowdoin College
since 1934, a writer of poems, essay
and novels, a native of Maine whose
family has had its roots in this State
for more than 300 years.
Mr. Coffin acknowledging Miss
Daly's gracious words, said that he
came before a Rockland audience
with some misgiving as already this
immediate section of Maine had sent
forth two distinctive poets—Edna St.
Vincent Millay and Wilbert Snow. To
conform somewhat to the club's
study subject, the sea in history and
literature, Mr. Coffin chose only his
poems dealing with the Maine coast,
his first selected to “set the stage."
being ‘This Was Home."
•

FURNITURE
COMPANY
net
\
MADE

R C A builds
a c om plete
radio system
from micro
phone to ra
dio set and
operates NBC os well . . .
Naturally, the finest radio
receivers o k R C A .

pV

THE

.
[

M A K E R S O F M A G IC

Cash or Easy Terms
Tel. 980
313-325 Main Street
Rockland, Me.
V O IC E , M A G IC

B R A IN . M A G IC

EVE

•

•

poem was "This Is My Country." a
stirring tribute to his native state.
Of Prof. Coffin himself it can be
said his manner of presentation was
most pleasing, his unassuming and
quiet bearing winning his audience
completely. Of his verses it is well
to quote a recent reviewer, who said:
"Prof. Coffin avoids the merely poetic
word to use the natural; he has the
gift of specific utterance; he decor
ates his verse with metaphor rather i
than wjth s,mile. he has a feeling 1

e

for nature that is an obsession. Bees,
birds and flowers, barns and plowed
fields, the lowing of cows, the fra
grance of blossoms and of clover, the |
spider, the fox and the stars have a
verity in his pages that, to one who
knows them, is little short of en
chanting." All those who were privi- |
leged to hear him Friday will agree
th a t this is a true description of his
art.
Musical features of the program
included a piano duo 'T o Be Sung on
the Water" (Schubert-Liszt, trans,
by Edouard Hesselberg) by Miss Mar
garet G. 8tahl and Miss Edna M.
Gregory, and vocal trios. “The Sea
H ath Its Pearls" by (Marianne Genet,
and “Passage Birds' Farwell" by
Hildach-Harris. sung by Mrs. K ath
erine Veazle. Mrs. Adelaide Lowe and
Mrs. Gladys Heistad. Miss Stahl was
at the piano.
Fifty-four members responded to
roll call, who with their guests con
stituted an audience numbering well
over two hundred. In the club group
were these past presidents; Mrs.
Maude Blodgett, Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood, Mrs. Angelica Glover, Mrs.
Orissa Merritt. Mrs. Mary Perry Rich,
Miss Caroline Jameson.
The next meeting will be Friday,
March 19. with 'Miss Daly at the
Bok Home for Nurses. Papers will be
presented by Miss Caroline Stanley
and Mrs Vivian Hewett.

Following was a group, word pic
tures of the Maine coast as seen
through the eyes of a boy and sug
gesting moments from his own boy
hood life—“A Boy On a Salt Water
Farm,” in connection with which he
spoke of the Maine coast being the
only coast where farms and forests
reach to the very water's edge;
"Where I Took Hold of Life" and
"Cduntry Church," two of the most
exquisite of all read; "Footsteps of
Flame" which told of walking over
YES, IT'S TOO BAD
phosphorescent seaweed in November;
and "Bread and Milk on the Stoop."
in his next group Mr Coffin chose B u t Many Men and M anV
poems about the common things of
life—"the Monday, Tuesday. Wednes
day things" as he stated, as he en
larged on the fact that in our striv
ing of every day life we overlook
poems around us. This group opened
with “Lantern in the Snow" about
which he told a delightful story, con
cerning the activities of a plumber
6' his Brunswick home endeavoring
to locate a “freeze" in the water pipe.

H A Y W A RD

H O S IE R Y
M eans D o u b le P r o te c tio n
f o r yo u r H o sie ry D olla rs
Each " T h re a d O ’ L if e " s to c k in g carries its
o w n m e nding th re a d — th re a d o f the same
q u a lity an d shade as th e stocking.

a ta b , attached secu rely t o the back scam
o f each s tockin g and tu c k e d aw ay o u t o f
sig h t, in the hem.
F ro m th is su p p ly ta b , generous needlefuls
o f p e rfe c tly m atched m e n d in g thread arc
easily d ra w n

as needed

fo r

emergency

re pairs o r p e rm an ent m ends.

00

In chiffon and service weights
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THORNDIKE HOTEL BUILDING

Committees Have Worked
Hard To Get Industries

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
It seems a shame to see such a
LIKES FRYEBURG
ALONG TAMIAMI TRAIL
nice city as ours, with one of the
best harbor facilities for industries
Miss Hazel Day Gives An Fairyland Unfolds In Glory
on the Atlantic seaboard, go down
The Theta Eta Club was enter
Interesting Account of
As Maine Visitors Explore
Mrs. Elmer Marston of Portland
tained Friday night a t the home of
grade year after year, with not a
Miss Marion Ludwick. with Albert visited relatives here Monday.
W inter’s Stay There
full-time major industry in the city
Everglade Section
McCarty as special guest. Miss Doro
• • »•
—and what arc we doing about it?
The Rubinstein Club has planned a Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
thy Sherman's birthday was observed
Leaving the gardens of crimson
Mr. Coffin's most creative work is I will tell you. nothing.
special
request
program
for
Friday
with a birthday cake.
A delightful winter is being spent hibiscus, the pink oleanders, and the done between the hours of midnight
afternoon to take place at the UniWhy is business in general about
at
“Ye Olde I n n ," Fryeburg, and I purple bougainvilleas behind at and three in the morning, due large
Mrs. Oscar Lane has returned to versalist vestry at 2 30, with Mrs. I
the
Country and State on the up
ly.
as
he
laughingly
explained,
to
the
her home at Vinalhaven. after a visit Ruth Ellingwood chairman. A St. know of no better way to tell my Miami, our party of four started to
trend?
Simply because the average
presence
in
the
house
of
four
lively
with Miss Margaret Simmons. Ma Patrick's tea will follow the program j friends, than through your columns. cross the Tamiami Trail, through the
children and these hours are the only town and city has some kind of an
sonic street.
An admission fee will be charged both
Fryeburg is a picturesque town Everglades, enroute to the West Coast.
ones when silence—or comparative industry to go ahead with as the
members and guests, some very a t ! lovely horties. beautiful shade trees A canal parallels the orange-divideJ
silence—may be assured It was dur country comes out of the depression.
Mr. and Mrs. F J. Hunter are
tractive numbers having been
| and a grand view of the lofty m oun-i highway, Fewer and fewer houses ing this period in the night when he
visiting in Bath, guests of their pared.
It has been said that many an
. .
_____
{tains lying west and north. It is the were to be seen. I felt I was getting J looked out upon his yard where soft industry in the past has wanted to
daughter Mrs. I. A. Trueworthy.
i flaky snow was falling °n the lan’ establish here, but because of reasons
Masonic Assembly will be held boyhood home of several persons who into real fairyland.
After the monthly business meet Thursday night in Camden.
terns left behind by the plumber, I do not care to discuss and with
afterward became famous.
Soon we were in the local atmos
ing of the Rockland Society for the
and it was the lanterns warm glow which I am not well enough ac
The town dates back to about 1760 phere, for here and there were the in the softly falling snow that in
Hard of Hearing, a surprise birthdayMrs Henry Bird was hostess last
quainted. they were forced to locate
shower of gifts was given Mrs Frank night to Shakespeare Society. Act therefore containing many old land only persons living on the Trail—the ; spired one of his finest poems.
i elsewhere.
Hewett. Mrs. Hewett, who is a char IV of Hamlet was read with Mrs. E n marks. The library, once a town Seminole Indians in their tiny. I Mr. Coffin wondered as he wrote
In my opinion, one of the best
ter member, has filled the office of sign Otis as leader. A delightful p a schoolhouse, is now maintained by thatched-roofed houses. Members of the poem if he w’ould derive from It methods of obtaining an industry to
treasurer, since the local chapter was per was presented by Mrs. David the Woman-S Ubrary
these families a t work added to the i enough t0 pay
Plumt)ers bill, day is to offer a reliable industry a
Club. In this
organized. 7*4 years ago, and has Beach, who had for her 'subject
...
and it was no small satisfaction th a t chance to locate tax free for a period
building is a bust of Abraham Lin picturesque sights.
.
been one of the most ardent workers. “Character and Tragedy of Ophelia "
he received fullj% three times the of 10 years or so.
coln. done by sculptor Stephen A.
Cardboard picture-like cranes, some j amount of the
p ^ t* ,
Refreshments were served and a The next meeting will be held March
If the industry was tax exempt for
Volk, father of Douglas Volk. Uip blue, some white, standing on one
„Getting Ready for Town- was a
beautiful birthday cake presented the 22 with Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood.
famous painter; also the chair in long, slender leg. like sentinels on the I vivid word picture Qf the n tu a, of this number of years, would not the
honor guest by Mrs Nathan Witham
fact of its being here, be advan
Wednesday at 2.30 p m. in the ves which Abraham Lincoln sat while watch, guarded the calm canal wa departure; "Going To the Barn With tageous to the city as well as to the
posing
ters till the Indians found ^im e to a Lantern" and “Barn Swallows"
The annual meeting of the Albert try of the Universalist Church, the
people? It may be recalled th at the
Daniel Webster was a teacher in the fish. Red beaked buzzards waited
H. Newbert Association was held F ri March meeting of the Mission Circle
were two very lovely poems.
city of Mobile. Ala., obtained its
schools;
also
of
Fryeburg
Academy,
for their breakfasts. Other birds
day night an excellent chicken sup will be held. The word for roll call
From the moments in life th at major trade. Todds Drydock Inc.,
per preceding the business session. is "Compassion." Mrs. Katherine St. he also was a writer of deeds and■ | were enjoying their matutinal baths, happen only once or twice, and then
this way, when that industry had in
Housekeepers were Mrs Evelyn O r Clair will speak on current religious these are to be found at the office of after which they would rub againSt suddenly, he read “Crystal Moments"
the yellow daisies. They appeared and for poems in a lighter vein he tended to locate in New Orleans at
cutt, Mrs. Caroline Stewart, Mrs. Ivy events. The paper of the afternoon tlie registrar.
the time.
I have enjoyed several delightful proud to have an audience for their
Chatto and Mrs. Nellie Dow. The on Martin Luther, will be read by
We all know that we need an in
des iint0
n to N
ew H
a m o s h ire a
n d Lie morning
rehearsals.
Beyond the
Ncw
Hampshire
and
following officers were elected for the Miss Ellen Cochran. Special music , rides
bones." "The Rocker." and "The dustry in the worst way, and why
coming year; President. Mrs. Hester Tea hostesses. Mrs Lovejoy, Mrs. view of the "Presidential Range" of canal stood high palms, bunched to Secret." In contrast Mr. Coffin struck
can't we have it?
Chase; vice president, Edward C. Lowe, Mrs. Lawry, Mrs. Messer. Mrs J mountains is something one will gether. affording real picnic grounds a somber note in “Foxes in Graves."
Merle F. Dobbins
never
forget.
for these songsters.
Payson; secretary. Mrs. Laura Maxey; Mills, Mrs. Morton. Mrs. Pease.
"The Woodland Orchard"
and
Tlie “Inn" over 100 years old re
Farther along the Trail coral "There Yet Survived a God." He pref
treasurer. Dr. J. A. Richan. The
The weekly meeting of the H ar minds one of the Revolutionary period, stones were piled fence high at regu
group plans another meeting for
aced his reading of “The Fog" with
March 19 when Mrs. Maxey will be mony Club was held Saturday a t the when the odd nooks and turns in lar intervals. We were attracted by j the statement th a t fog is one of
Universalist vestry. In the absence the houses served a definite purpose. more oranges, greens, and yellows.
hostess.
In treating child
colds,
d ren ’s co
Maine's commodities which cannot
of Mrs. Rankin the lesson subjects The owner and hostess. Mrs. Blanche Here the Indians were ready for the
d o n ’ t ta k e
The Diligent Dames will meet F ri were conducted by Mrs. Noyes and ! Page, assisted by her son Brewster. day. We paused. The smaller boys 1be exported and about the only one
chan ces. . use
day of this week, with Mrs. Fred embraced former topics of “Padercw- ; will do their best to make you corn- did not answer our questions. Could that has not been lost, such as "the
Vapo Rub
Linnekin. Members please notice ski" and “Yehudi Menuhin." Several j fortable and the homey atmosphere they speak English? At the sound ice crop to the General Electric, and PROVED BY 2 GENERATIONS
hay to General Motors." His final
change of day.
members reported hearing the latter ts very pronounced,
of the mother's native tongue thev
broadcast in the Ford program SunMany of the rooms are furnished ran across the road and up into those
Mrs. A. E. Arnold has returned to day night, when he appeared in joint j with lovely antiques and with the tall leafless trees, plucking the flame
W EDNESDA Y-TH UR SDA Y
her home in Pittsfield, after a visit recital with his 16 year old sis’er open fireplaces, one is assured of rest and yellow spiked-flowered air plants
with relatives in this city.
Hephzibah, pianist. There were 14 and peace. The famous poem "When Bar^ they came and placed their
responses to roll call and two new the Cows Come Home" by Kate Put- treasures on the shelf for admiring
A social, sponsored by Opportunity
members were admitted. At the next nam Osgood was written in this tourists.
Extra
Extra
Class, will be held Wednesday at the
By the canal stood an older brother,
First Baptist Church. Miss Alice meeting questions will be asked con- house.
One of the Interesting guests a t the dressed in rich colors, with a broadcerning “Kerstin Flagstad." mem
McIntosh is in charge of the pro
Hilarious!
Rom antic!
bers
to
be
prepared
on
nationality,
Inn
is Benjamin T. Newman, artist brimmed hat, throwing rocks at fish.
gram. the refreshment committee,
line
of
work
and
achievements.
The
painter.
He
has
studied
in
Boston
to procure his share for the shelf. Wc
LORETTA YO UNG
having as chairman Mrs. Alice Kalcr,
and assistants comprising Mrs. JWinnie annual winter picnic will be held Art Museum. National Academy of were surprised. An aunt, maybe, had
lovelier than everl
Thursday night at the Central Maine Design. N. Y . and in Paris. France. just finished washing in the canal
Keller. Mrs Pauline Saunders. Mrs.
rooms, with box lunch, games and a He has spent many years abroad and was spreading her wash to dry,
Marion Lindsey, Mrs. Anna Brazier
general good time. Festivities will painting in Brittany, and Southern on nearby rocks.
and Mrs Frances Clark. Class mem
begin at 6 o’clock, each member may France and has exhibited in all the
Extra
A few miles farther we came to an 
bers will please furnish sweets unless
invite one guest.
principal cities of the United States. other village, where huge, tall sun
solicited otherwise.
This winter he has painted many flowers stood at attention, smiling a t
Thrilling
lovely winter scenes and several of the waters, in the farming section
A public card party under the di
rYRONE POWER
his pictures are of the old wood°n Thatched roofs covered lazy croco
in
rection of the Knox County Hos
DON AMECHE
your "Lloyds of London"
covered bridges, which soon will be diles. Indians were about their small
pital Auxiliary wifi be held Wednes
radio and screen favorite!
star discovery!
extinct. To paint in winter tempera crops.
day night at 7.30 at the Wm. Bok
ture
Mr
Newman
has
built
a
trailer,
Then we came to the silver fores',
Home for Nurses. Mrs. Freeman F.
properly lighted with window’s and section, where thousands of naked
Brown is chairman.
heated by a small wood stove. A de trees make ideal landing places for
lightful person to meet, very enter the thousands of tropical Everglade
A floor lamp will be given away
taining and although in his late Sev birds Pink mists hovered near the
free at Thursday night's Illustrated
WITH
enties, is very active and thinks trunks, while the sky offered its n a t
Lighting Program to be given by Miss
DUDLEY D1GGES
SLIM SUMMERVILLE
nothing cf completing a painting a ural blue. It was truly a picture from
Suzanne Miller of the Central Maine
GEORGE
SANDERS
W A L TE R CATLETT
a story book.
Power Co. staff in the Tower ro"in at
day.
STEPIN
FETCHIT
My return to Waldoboro will be
JANE DARW ELL
And to our surprise we found the
New Community Building. The pub
soon, and will carry many delight last close-in garden at the extreme
lic is cordially invited—adv.
TODAY
ful memories of another beauty spot end of the Trail the familiar pinks,
CLAUDETTE
COLBERT
in Maine. I think we people of the reds and the purples that we'd
Any radio may be a good radio but
in
Maine have a State to be proud of.
left at Miami.
the New Philco is more than that. It
H I-O C T A N E G A S O L IN E
“ M AIII o r SALEM ’
Hazel N. Day
Ieah Ramsdell Fuller
is a g o o d musical Instrument Main?
F r y e b u r g , M a r c h 5,
Miami, March 5,
PLEASE SEE PAGES 3 AND 8
Music Co,
28tf
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Written by Anita Loos
...played by the nuttiest
comedy cast of the sea
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D i r e c t e d by
George B Seitz
P ro d u c e d by
’ JOHN EMERSON
Boied on the John
Kirkpotrick ploy.
Ado Bean the
Drum." Produced
on the ttoge by
John Golden, Inc.
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IN DR. LOWE’S SERIES i

FROM A N A VA L DIARY

A V A N IS H IN G
A M odern Hom er Gives U s a N ew O dyssey C on
cerning “ C apt.” U lysses

ART

T H E totem pole, symbol of achievement
’ among families of the West Coast Indians
of North America, is disappearing The art
of carving and painting, with native dyes,
these picturesque monuments to valor and
legend, now is known to so few of the
older members of Pacific Coast tribes that
both the United States and Canadian Gov
ernments have taken steps to preserve all
authentic totem ooles in their respective ter
ritories
Except for some museum pieces, totem
poles are unknown to people who live east
of the Rockies, but thev are items of intense
interest to tourists and travelers to Alaska.
The shaded portions of the map (inset) show
where the best examples are now to be found.
The layout illustrates two excellent ex
amples of this vanishing Indian art
Right,
is a splendid totem pole at Sitka. Alaska, and
below is a strange animal designed by an
ancient native of Kitwanga, B. C., to guard
his village against intrusion by evil spirits.

"There's a Peace Party On
Earth Today and It's Not
Fiddling"

$73.73 INVESTMENT IN 1837 GROWS INTO $50,000,000 FARM MACHINERY
ENTERPRISE: HUNDRED YEAR CONCERN STILL DIRECTED BY FOUNDER'S FAMILY

Speaking on "Other Aspects of the
Kingdom pf Heaven On Earth" Sun
day morning, at the Universalist
(Seventh Installm ent)
Church. Dr Lowe presented the fol
“What youse guys need is educa-lin time to note a sandy stretch of
lowing line cf thought:
tion." said the Bo sn s Mate looking! beach property liberally sprinkle.!
In my previous sermons, it might
over his crew speculatively and ftp- with sharp rocks and completely covj be asked, why did I stress the eco- J
prcpriating a ditty bcx for a com ered by naked wimmen.
"The crew thought it was Coney
fortable seat while off watch. "You
ncmic aspects of the Kingdom oi j
swabs don't do nothing to improve Island but Ulysees. whose eyesight
Heaven on earth, to the exclusion of
your mind, and that ain't no way to was better, noticed the absence of
everything else? I did not do that
get along on a bat’lewagon You got garbage in the undertow and help out
Instead I stressed righteousness i n ,
to get your brain firing on mor n for Old Orchard Beach, but as
the
hearts and souls of men and worn-1
cne cylinder to get places in this I neither of them places had been diser„ a will to do unto others as we
man's navy and I'm goin' to be the J covered in them days, nobody could,
would like to have others do unto us. j
professor and give you a background prove nothin and the m atter was
as the one and only condition that
for your callin' that you boots cai.; dropped.
will ever prevent economic injustice j
understand. Tills is Papa's nig h :' "The air was full of strange deliciend inequity. I repeat th a t basic
aboard this spit-kit and I'm figuring ous strains of music that came sweetdeclaration.
on telling you earfloppers what every ly and seductively from the red lips
I did play up the economic aspects
of these beautiful wimmen and they
sailor should know
of the Kingdom of Heaven on earth,
"We used to have wooden ships ard , smiled and beckoned to Ulysees and
that is to come, as the burning issue
iron men. Now we got iron ships ‘ his gang of hard boiled eggs in a
of modern life. It is the thing in I
and wooden men. but that wouldn'l I way no sailor has to have explained
which people are passionately in te r-.
mean nothin to you guys 'cause you, Their fingers were loaded with two
ested. In pursuit of this feverish
weren't born then and nobody ever carat diamond rings and the perfume
passion, people are misled into drives j
told you You think you're sailors on em could be smelled two mileconquest of the west and a new
to smash the social order They are
because you sleep in a hammock ant! off shore.
era for agriculture In general.
misled
into
accepting
cut
and
dried
that's about all you do do. My jo b ,
. . . .
Deere's plow was an immediate
political schemes, calculated to lump
is to get you fit to associate with and
"Ulysees. who, if-story claims, was
success. After 10 years operation
everybody together regardless of
he left Grand Detour and estab
make you quit thinking with your strong enough to shoot an arrow
lished a plant in Moline, producing
righteousness and unrighteousness, in
through
a
row
o
f
12
battleaxes
feet.
700 plows the first year. From then
seme artificial haven
economic
"So what eh? Well, who do you yelled for a pail of wax for Ulysees
on the organization eujoyed steady
equality.
Such
efforts
with
no
bet
|
think was the greatest sailor we ever knew his sailors and he knew that
progress, constantly branching out
ter spirit behind them, to motivate
had. ch? You don't know that do if he didn't get that wax pronto hi.
until at the time of Deere’s death
them,
are
doomed
to
failure
because
you? I suspected as much. Then enti'e crew would be ?OL and Chapin 1886 it was producing numerous
they ignore the basic law of righteous- '
I'll tell you and I'll bet. tomorrer. jaint in the United States Navy would
Items of farm machinery.
Ten y e a rt after John Deere hammered out h it first telf-scourlng steel
ness. They aim to get worth from
Today eleven great factories and
you'll tell me I was talking about be deptived of a lot of good ammuplow in h it Grand Detour, Illinois, smithy, he moved to Moline and
55 branch plants employing 16,000
men In whose souls there is no worth
General Grant. Well I'm not, see? nltion for boots and first cruise men
established the plow works pictured here. At the top is the present
workers in the United States and
They compel the righteous to suppor;
The feller I'm talkin about is Ulysees in the years to come.
John Deere Plow Works, etill in Moline— w orld’s largest plow plant.
Canada stand as monuments to
the unrighteous. It can't be done
Inset is a picture of Charles Deere W im an, great grandson of the
“I* was mutiny cr. the bounty bewithout the Grant. Orant was an
Deere and bis accomplishments.
founder,
and
president
of
Deere
A
Company,
operating
eleven
great
It is folly to try to do It. Unless we
Army man but Ulysees belonged to fOre that wax arrived The Old Man
The organization now manufactures
plants and 55 branches, employing around 16,000 persons and producing
can pound a little sense into our
the Navy.
the Master at Arms and Jimmy Legs
more th .n 600 products, from trac
tome 600 items of farm machinery. National celebrations thia year
heads, however, we are bound to en
tors to grain elevators, from farm
• • • •
tock the first dcse and then it took
are honoring the Centennial of John Deere’s achievement.
wagons to haying tools. On mil
counter trouble. We must do some
"We ll start way back in the begin- the whole three of them working
MOLINE. 111.—How >73.73 plus a mechanization of his labor methods lions of farms in the United States
thing to meet the challenge of the
rung when, goin to sea was a job for overtime to caulk up the ears of the
frontier blacksmith shop has grown have brought emaniepatiou from and abroad, all the operations of
a real two-f.sted man and I'll com crew and keep 'em from jumpin ship, j
(Continued from Page One'
hole in the sock, or the steak isn't wrecking machines ol cock-sure po- i
Into an internationally famous back-breaking drudgery while they agriculture are performed with im
mence this bedtime story by announ- Ulysees, who was ahakin like a leaf. ------------------------------------------------- quite done or a buttons off a shirt. ' litlcal devices often promoted by
130,000.000 farm machinery organi have greatly Increased the Indi plements from its factories.
him
to
That's
why
we
decided
to
have
this
cing that a Greek named Pythagoras ordered his carpenter to tie
or the beds are not made—when you Godless and self-seeking demagogues
zation Is revealed In connection vidual worker’s productivity. To
The destiny of the organization
is responsible for the scale in Music the mainmast and he shot the sun Ladies night so you Ladies would feel go home and find no meals cooked cr communism or some other “ism.'
with the nationwide celebration this this development John Deere was from 1837 until today has been con
tinuously directed by members of
year honoring the memory of John a prime contributor.
He was one of the few Greeks, who and laid a course away from that a little better toward our Club The and wifey out to the club, or visit will go on as a perpetual menace.
In the village of Grand Detour, one family—a record held by few
Deere and commemorating the
didn't run a fruit store and he hap place through a welter of swing f'ist woman found th a tJ t was Cain ing. or just plain gadding, when you
100th anniversary of his steel plow III., In 1837, John Deere, newly ar enterprises of comparable age and
You modern
seduction. th at so that raised a Club
pened to notice that blacksmiths music, jazz
want to love her a little bit and she
I emphasized the economic aspects
which helped to revolutionize mod rived from Vermont with >73.73 in importance. Eight lineal descend
women
probably
think
that
it
is
a
pounding on anvils didn't make the weakened him that he couldn't have
doesn't seem to care to be loved, of the Kingdom of Heaven becauar
his pockets fashioned his first steel ants of John Deere are now serving
ern agriculture.
same kind of sounds. One wallop sbot a hole in a lettuce leaf with a Club that raises Cain
when ycu think she's a darn crank Jesus emphasised them. There can
The growth of the business John plow fron. a broken sawmill blade. the organization. Charles Deere
"As
the
ages
roll
on
woman
has
sounded like Do' and another one 14-mch gun.
and begin to wonder how you eVer be no doubt about that. He was the
Deere founded is the story of agri This achievement In answer to the Wiman, great grandson of the
sounded like 'Ray' and he hitched
"That s the way they got through materially elevated herself in the got hooked up in marriage, when we uncompromising foe of injustice. He ; culture's development in the past cry of the 'ettlers for a plow that founder, and president since 1928,
century. Revolutionary Improve could cope with the sticky soil of is the fourth of the family to bold
them together and started the scale t)-em rocks and shoals and got beck scale of being. Now she stops at begin to swear, and she begins to did not invent, nor did he advocate
All bass drums sound alike but anvils home ag?.in I don't know why. and nothing, she demands co-education cry and talk about going home lo
ments in the farmer’s tools and i the prairies meant the successful the office.
any system. He proposed a spirit,
is different.
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